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KEY TO GRAMMATICAL ABBREVIATIONS
ABL ablative case (kara)
ACC accusative case (o)
ALL allative case (e)
CAUS causative affix (sase)
COM comitative case (to)
COMP sentential complementizer (no, koto, tokoro)
COMPL completion (-te shimau)
COND conditional affix (-ba, -tara, -to, -nara)
CONJ conjectural form (daroo)
COP copula (da, de aru)
DAT dative case (ni)
DES desiderative affix (-tai)
GEN genitive case (no)
GER gerund affix (-te)
HON honorific morpheme (go, o-V ni naru)
HOR (HORT) hortative affix (-yoo)
IMP imperative form
INF infinitive form
INS (INST) instrumental case (de)
ITER iterative affix (te-iru)
LOC locative case (ni, de, e)
NEG negative morpheme (-nai)
NOM nominative case (ga)
PASS passive affix (rare)
PERF perfect affix (te-iru)
vi i
POL polite affix (-masu)
POT potential affix (rare, re)
PRO pro verb (suru)
PROG progressive affix (te-iru)
Q question particle (ka)
QUOT quotative marker (to)
REP reportative particle (soo)
RES resultative affix (te-aru)
SFP sentential final particle (yo,zo,ne,na)
SPON spontaneous affix (rare)
STAT stative affix (te-iru)
TEMP temporal locative (ni)
TOP topic marker (wa)
*X X is ungrammatical
?X X is on the borderline between grammatical and ungrammatical
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INTRODUCTION
(T._____ General Considerations
This thesis is  an attempt to analyze the meaning o f fou r Japanese 
words which are generally used fo r  summarizing, paraphrasing or 
c la r ify in g  what has been previously stated. The function o f these four 
words is  to re la te  sentences in a discourse. Therefore, the meaning o f 
the words cannot be discovered by considering a sentence in  is o la tio n  - 
they must be considered in the context o f a discourse. This is  one o f 
the reasons why these words are d i f f i c u l t  fo r  students when they are 
learning Japanese. N a tu ra lly  th is  problem does not concern beginners so 
much as advanced learners, because beginners are more engaged in 
fundamental sentence patterns than in competent discourse.
One of these words is  generally c la s s if ie d  as a conjuntion in 
tra d it io n a l Japanese grammar, and the other three are generally 
c la s s if ie d  as adverbs. However, i t  is  s t i l l  controvers ia l as to which 
grammatical category these words should belong to . This po in t w i l l  be 
discussed in Chapter I I .  The words to be considered in th is  thesis are 
as fo llow s:
KEKKYOKU
TSUMARI
Y00SURUNI
SUNAWACHI
The c la s s if ic a t io n  o f these words in to  grammatical categories is  
not c lea r in  a l l  sentences. The example below* demonstrates th is  lack 
o f c la r i t y  and the d i f f ic u l t y  o f d is tingu ish ing  the meanings o f the 
words. In example (1 ), any one o f the fou r words can appear, and i t  is
2difficult to encode the semantic differences between the resulting 
sentences in any English translation of them.
(1) omae no shusse your COL success
wa ( SUNAWACHI 
TOP
KEKKYOKU<
YOOSURUNI 
^ TSUMARI j
watashi no shusse na 
my success
no da.
COMP COP
(Your success means my success.)
The fact that dictionary definitions of these words tend to be 
circular is indicative of this difficulty (both in Japanese-Japanese 
dictionaries and Japanese-English dictionaries). This point will be 
discussed in the following section.
This thesis has two main objectives. Firstly, it will show that 
the semantic differences between these four words can be demonstrated by 
breaking them up into illocutionary components. Secondly, it is an 
attempt to contribute to the work on illocutionary components in the 
theory of speech acts, by discussing the problems in applying this 
approach to the actual data.
This introduction consists of two sections. The first section 
provides an overview of some definitions of these adverbs in 
dictionaries. The aim of this section is to show how confusing the 
dictionary definitions are for Japanese language students. The second 
section is an overview of the entire thesis.
1_.___ Some Definitions in Dictionaries
1.0 A General Account
This section examines dictionary definitions of the four words. 
The concern here is not with the grammatical categorization of these
3words, nor with their comparison with other adverbs or conjunctions. 
These issues are addressed in Chapter II.
There are two things to be gained by examining dictionary 
definitions of these words here. Firstly, some introduction to the 
meanings of the four words will fac i l i ta te  more detailed analysis of 
them in the following chapters. Secondly, such an examination helps to 
demonstrate the problem of circular definition.
We will examine four different types of dictionary. Type 1 is a 
Japanese-English Dictionary for English-speaking learners of Japanese. 
Type 2 is also a Japanese-Engl ish Dictionary, although in this case i t  
is designed for Japanese-speaking learners of English. In fact both 
these dictionaries tend to be used by English speakers learning 
Japanese. Even advanced students tend to use these dictionaries rather 
than Japanese-Japanese ones^. Types 3 and 4 are both Japanese-Japanese 
dictionaries. Type 3 is designed for learners of Japanese and Type 4 
for native Japanese speakers. The names of these dictionaries are:
Type 1. Takahashi's Romanized English-Japanese/
Japanese-English Dictionary.
Type 2. Kenkyuusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary.
Type 3. Dictionary of Basic Japanese Usage for Foreigners.
Type 4. Nippon Kokugo Daijiten.
Each will be surveyed in the following sub-sections.
1.1 Takahashi's Romanized English-Japanese/Japanese-English Dictionary.
According to Tamamura ,^ this is the dictionary most frequently 
used by students of Japanese. Its definitions of the four words are as
follows:
4TSUMARI
a f t e r  a l l ;  in the long run; in short ; that  is to say 
YOOSURUNI
in short (a word); a f te r  a l l ;  to sum up; in fine 
KEKKYOKU
a f te r  a l l ;  f in a l ly ;  in the end (long run)
SUNAWACHI
namely; or; that  is (to say); viz (v id e l ice t ) ;  j u s t ;  exactly;
nothing but
'After a l l 1 is given for three of these words, and various other 
defini tons also overlap. The extent of these overlapping defini tions 
can be represented in diagramatic form:
1.2 Kenkyuusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary.
As th is  dictionary is  designed for Japanese people who are 
studying English, Japanese words are also l i s te d .  Under the entry word, 
"TSUMARI", the other three words, SUNAWACHI, KEKKYOKU and YOOSURUNI are 
given. Under the entry word "SUNAWACHI", TSUMARI is given. Under the 
word "YOOSURUNI", KEKKYOKU is given. This re la t ion is charted in the 
following diagram:
5KEKKYOKU
TSUMARI
YOOSURUNI1
The corresponding English words given are as fo l lows:
KEKKYOKU
a f t e r  a l l ;  f i n a l l y ;  u l t i m a t e l y ;  e v e n tu a l ly ;  in the end; in f i n e ;  
in conclusion; in t ime;  in the event;  in the long run; in the 
r e s u l t ;  in the l a s t  ( f i n a l ,  u l t im a te )  a na lys is ;  in the l a s t  
r e s o r t ;  when ( a f t e r )  a l l  is  said (and done); on ( th e )  balance;  
s t i 11 and a l l .
TSUMARI
KEKKYOKU a f t e r  a l l ;  e ve n tu a l ly ;  in the long run; in the end; in 
the f i n a l  ( l a s t )  an a lys is ;  when a l l  is  said (and done);
YOOSURUNI in a word; in short;  in f i n e ;  in b r i e f ;  b r i e f l y ;  in
sum; to sum up; to put i t  s h o r t ly ;  put simply;  in f a c t ;  in 
e f f e c t ;
SUNAWACHI th a t  is to say; th a t  i s ;  in other words; to be more
precise.
YOOSURUNI
in a (one) word; in short;  in sum; in f i n e ;  in the l a s t  a n a lys is ;  
a l l  things considered; when a l l  is said and done; to sum up; to
be short;  the long and short o f  i t  is  th a t  . . . ;  to make short  of
a long sto ry ;
KEKKYOKU a f t e r  a l l ;  in conclusion;
JIJITSUJOO in e f f e c t .
SUNAWACHI
TSUMARI namely; to w i t ;  v i z .  ( v i d e l i c e t ) ;  th a t  is  ( to  say) ;  i . e .  
( i d  e s t ) .
MASASHIKU j u s t ;  p r e c is e ly ;  e x a c t ly ;  TORIMONAOSAZU nothing but;  
ne i th e r  more nor less .
SOOSUREBA (and) then.
61.3 D i c t i o n a r y  o f  Basic Japanese  Usage f o r  F o re ig n e r s .
This  d i c t i o n a r y  i s  des igned  f o r  s t u d e n t s  who have s tu d i e d  the  
Japanese  language f o r  about  500 h ou rs ,  and p rov ides  a vocabu la ry  o f  4000 
words c o n s id e re d  to  be n e c e s s a ry  f o r  b e g in n e r s .  I t  c o n t a i n s  t h r e e  of  
the  f o u r  words examined in t h i s  t h e s i s ;  TSUMARI, SUNAWACHI, and 
KEKKY0KU. In a d d i t i o n  to  d e f i n i t i o n s ,  synonyms, which a re  co n s id e re d  to  
be use fu l  in u n d e r s tan d in g  th e  e n t r y  word,  a r e  l i s t e d  benea th  i t .  Under 
the  word "TSUMARI", SUNAWACHI and KEKKY0KU a re  g iven .  Under 
"SUNAWACHI", TSUMARI i s  g iven and under  "KEKKY0KU", TSUMARI. Another 
diagram s e rv e s  to  i l l u s t r a t e  t h i s  i n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p :
TSUMARI
KEKKY0KU
SUNAWACHI
While synonyms a r e  use fu l  in comparing the  seman t ic  boundar ie s  o f  those  
words t h a t  a re  c l e a r l y  d e f i n e d ,  they  can be m is lead ing  where d e f i n i t i o n s  
resemble each o t h e r .  The d e f i n i t i o n s  g iven a r e  as f o l l o w s :
TSUMARI, adverb
kantan ni ieba  ( s im ply  s p e a k in g ) ,  kekkyoku no tokoro  ( a f t e r  a l l ) ,
hoka no kotoba de ieba  ( s ay in g  with  d i f f e r e n t  words)
SUNAWACHI, c o n ju n c t io n
1. mae no kotoba o tsuyomeru to k i  ni tsukau  kotoba ( t h e  word 
to  be used f o r  emphas iz ing the  p reced ing  words)
2. hoka no kotoba de ieba  ( say ing  with  d i f f e r e n t  words) ,  
i i k a e r e b a  ( in  o t h e r  w ords) ,  mae no kotoba o s e t s u m e i - s u ru  
to k i  ni tsukau  kotoba ( t h e  word used f o r  e x p l a in in g  the 
p reced ing  words)
7KEKKYOKU, adverb
1. i r o i r o  na koto ga a t ta  ga sorera no saigo ni ( in  the end, 
a f t e r  various happenings).
2. i r o i r o  no koto ga kangaerareru ga saigo ni doo naru ka 
kantan ni iu to (although various things are th in k a b le ,  
simply speaking about the r e s u l t )
E v iden tly  th e re  is  some overlap in these d e f in i t io n s .  The expression  
'hoka no kotoba de ieba' -  'saying w ith  d i f f e r e n t  words' is  given fo r  
both TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI. The d e f in i t io n  given fo r  KEKKYOKU is  more 
precise than the d e f in i t io n s  given fo r  the o ther two words.
1 .4  Nippon Kokugo D a i j i t e n .
This is  considered to be the la rg e s t  and most d e ta i le d  o f the 
Japanese-Japanese d ic t io n a r ie s .  However, even in th is  d ic t io n a ry ,  as 
shown below, the d e f in i t io n s  o f the four words are c i r c u la r ,  and 
th e re fo re  o f  l i t t l e  help to the advanced le a rn e r  o f  Japanese. 
D e f in i t io n s  given fo r  the words r e fe r  back to each other in the 
fo l lo w in g  c i r c u la r  manner:
‘ todo no TSUMARI
TSUMARI
YOOSURUNI
KEKKYOKU
SUNAWACHI
1.5  Summary
We have seen th a t  none o f these d ic t io n a r ie s ,  designed fo r  use by 
students a t  fo u r d i f f e r e n t  le v e ls  o f language le a rn in g ,  supply adequate 
d e f in i t io n s  o f  these fo u r words. They t y p ic a l ly  employ c i r c u la r
8synonymy and TSUMARI is universally defined by replacement with the 
other three words.
2. An Overview of the Thesis
Chapter I begins with a description of how the four words are 
presented in Japanese textbooks. These words are usually dealt with in 
advanced textbooks, so this chapter is a survey of some of those.
Chapter I I  is concerned with how these four words have been 
treated in the Japanese lexicon and especially with how they are related  
to other words which have similar grammatical functions. I n i t i a l l y  i t  
examines how the words are related to conjunctions, then i t  examines how 
they are related to adverbs.
Chapter I I I  deals with several syntactic constraints on these 
four words. I t  is shown that they are not included within the scope of 
such devices as questions, negatives, imperatives and sentential 
pronominalization. Further discussion in the chapter centres on the 
words' relations with the NO DA construction, and on the movability of 
the four words.
Chapter IV investigates the semantic structures of the four 
words, KEKKYOKU, TSUMARI, YOOSURUNI and SUNAWACHI, and proposes a 
semantic formula for each word.
9INTRODUCTION - NOTES
A n a l y s i s  o f  the  fo u r  words i s  based on da ta  g a th e red  from the  
fo l low ing  p u b l i c a t i o n s .  To supplement the  somewhat inadequa te  p u b l i sh e d  
d a t a ,  th e  a u th o r  c o n s t r u c t e d  example s e n ten c es  and t e s t e d  them f o r  
a c c e p t a b i l i t y  in i n t e r v i e w s  wi th n a t i v e  Japanese  sp e a k e r s .
1. Endoo, Shuusaku.  Korian Zakkichoo. Tokyo: Mainichi
Shinbunsha,  1972.
2. ______ , ed.  Kokoro. Tokyo: Sakuhinsha ,  1984.
3. Hata,  Masanori .  Mutsugoroo no Tamatebako. Tokyo: Kadokawa
Shoten ,  1984.
4. Ikegami,  Yoshihiko.  Kigooron e no S h o o t a i . Tokyo: Iwanami
Shoten ,  1984.
5. I t a s a k a ,  Gen. N ihonjin  no Ronrikoozoo. Tokyo: Koodansha
Gendai Sh insho ,  1971
6. _______. Nihongo no Hyoojoo. Tokyo: Koodansha Gendai
Shinsho,  1978.
7.  K in o s h i t a ,  Koreo. Rikakei  no Sakubun G i j u t s u . Tokyo:
Chuukoo Sh insho ,  1981.
8. Mikuni,  I c h i r o o .  Kotoba no aru  Fuuke i . Tokyo:
Shinchoosha ,  1985.
9. Miura,  Te tsuo .  Yuta to  F ush ig ina  Nakamatach i . Tokyo:
Shinchoo Bunko, 1984.
10. Nihonjin  to  Kokusa ika. Ed. Dai 5-ka i  Tsukuba Kokusai
Shinpojiumu J ikkoo  I i n k a i .  Tokyo: Gyoosei ,  1980.
11. Sa too ,  Aiko.  Koofuku no S h uu res sha . Tokyo: Koobunsha
Bunko, 1985.
12. Tanabe,  Seiko.  U b a z a k a r i . Tokyo: Shinchoo Bunko, 1984.
13. Watanabe,  S hoo ich i .  C h i t ek i  Taioo no J i d a i . Tokyo:
Koodansha Bunko, 1983.
14. ________. S h in - J o o s h ik i s h u g i  no Susume. Tokyo: Bunshun
Bunko, 1984.
In a d d i t i o n ,  Morita  (1977,  1980) and the  fo l lo w in g  d i c t i o n a r i e s  have
been used:
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1. Kenkyuusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary. Gen. Ed.
Koo Masuda. 4th ed . ,  1918. Tokyo: Kenkyuusha,
1974.
2. Nippon Kokugo D ai j i ten . Ed. Nippon Daijiten Kankookai.
20 vols. Tokyo: Shoogakukan, 1972-1976.
3. Nippongo Kyooiku J i t e n . Ed. The Society for the Teaching
of Japanese as a Foreign Language. Tokyo: 
Taishuukan, 1982.
4. Gaikokujin no tame no Kihongo Yoorei J i t e n . Ed.
Bunkachoo. 2nd Ed., 1971. Tokyo: Ookurashoo 
Insatsukyoku, 1975.
References to examples from these sources are given in the tex t ,  though 
I have taken the l ibe r ty  of shortening the ful l  t i t l e s  of publications, 
e.g. Koofuku no Shuuressha -» Koofuku.
^Shigeko Miyazaki. "Gaikokujin no tame no Nihongo Jisho 
(Japanese Dictionaries for Foreigners)", Nihongogaku, 2 (June, 1983), 
pp. 79-85.
She notes th is  tendency a f te r  making inquir ies with students of 
Japanese a t  intermediate and advanced levels .
Ikuo Kawase. "Gaikokujin Gakushuusha no tame no Nihongo Jisho 
Annai (A Guide to Dictionaries for Foreign Learners)", Gekkan Gengo, 
14:4 (1985), pp. 71-75.
He reports on what kind of d ic t ionar ies  are used by foreign 
learners.
^Fumio Tamamura. "Nihongo Kyooiku to Jisho (Japanese Language 
Teaching and Dictionaries)" ,  Kokugo Shiri izu Bessatsu 1, Nihongo to
Nihongo Kyooiku: Goihen. 1972, pp. 270-279.
CHAPTER I
EXPLANATION AND PRESENTATION 
IN JAPANESE LANGUAGE TEXTBOOKS
0_._ _ _ _ A General Account
This chapter briefly surveys, from two points of view, how the 
four words are treated in textbooks of Japanese. Firstly, it looks at 
the level of the textbooks in which the words appear. Secondly, it
looks at how they are presented or explained.
It is not the aim of this section to discuss what kind of
presentation of the words is the best nor to criticize the textbooks. 
As it is impossible to put everything in a textbook, one cannot expect 
too much from any one text. As will be seen later, the four words 
function as sentence connectives. It is impossible, by using the words, 
to make a sentence which is short enough for students to repeat orally. 
Consequently one has to present the words in a discourse, which leads to 
presenting them in written materials. This fact explains why textbooks 
for beginners do not present the four words.
L._ _ _ _ Textbooks for Beginners
In support of the above contention, the four words do not appear 
in the following textbooks intended for beginners.
1) Japanese for Beginners. Tokyo: Gakken, Co. Ltd., 1976.
2) Basic Japanese: Intensive Course for Speaking and Reading.
V o l . I Ed. Department of Foreign Studies, Osaka Univ. of 
Foreign Studies, Osaka: Sanyuusha, 1967.
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3) Intensive Course in Japanese. Elementary I and II .  Ed.
Japanese Language Promotion Centre, Tokyo: Language
Service, 1970.
4) Beginning Japanese by E.H. Jorden. Part I and II .  Tokyo: 
C.E. Tuttle Company, 1974.
5) Modern Japanese for University Students. Part I. Ed.
Japanese Department, International Christian University. 
Rev. ed . ,  1963. Tokyo: ICU Bookstore, Inc. ,  1965.
6) Nippongo I . Ed. Japanese Language School, Tokyo Univ. of 
Foreign Studies. Tokyo: Bonjinsha, 1979.
7) Learn Japanese: College Text. Vol. I by John Young and
Kimiko Nakajima. Honolulu: East-West Centre, 1967.
2_._____ Textbooks for Advanced Learners
Even in textbooks for advanced learners ,  not all  four words are 
presented. The following table shows the names of the textbooks 
examined and the place in them where the four words are discussed.
TEXTBOOK Y00SURUNI TSUMARI KEKKYOKU SUNAWACHI
(1) Lesson 12 
p. 143
Lesson 14 
p. 174
(2) Vol. I 
Lesson 4 
p. 164
(3) Vol. II 
p. 1119
Vol. II
p. 1120
Vol II 
p. 1119
(4) Vol. IV, L14 
p. 196
Vol. I l l ,  L3 
p. 27
(5) Vol I I I ,  L13
p. 60
Vol I I ,  L2 
p. 7
Vol I I ,  L9 
p. 49
Vol I I ,  L3
p. 12
(6) Vol I I ,  L21 
p. 209
Vol I ,  L7 
p. 123
Vol I ,  L10 
p. 193
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(1) Nippongo I I . Ed. Japanese Language School, Tokyo Univ. of
Foreign Studies. Tokyo: Bonjinsha, 1979.
(2) Integrated Spoken Japanese I . Vo l. 1 and 2. Compiled and ed.
the s ta f f  of the In te r -U n iv e rs ity  Centre fo r  Japanese Language
Studies in Tokyo. Tokyo: In te r -U n iv e rs ity  Centre, 1975.
(3) Japanese Language Patterns by A. Alfonso. Vol. I I .  Tokyo:
Sophia Univers ity  L.L. Centre of Applied L ingu is tics , 1966.
(4) Learn Japanese: College Text. Vols. I I ,  I I I  and IV , by John
Young and Kimiko Nakajima. Honolulu: East-West Centre Press, 
1968.
(5) Modern Japanese fo r  Un ivers ity  Students. Part I I  and I I I .  Ed.
Japanese Department, In ternational Christian U n ivers ity . Rev. 
e d .,  1963. Tokyo: ICU Bookstore, In c . ,  1965.
(6) Nihongo Hyoogen Bunkei: Intermediate Textbook. Vols. 1 and 2.
Ed. Japanese Language Research Group, Un ivers ity  of Tsukuba. 
Tokyo: Isebu Publication Company L td . ,  1983.
As seen in the ta b le ,  the word KEKKYOKU is presented in every 
textbook examined and i t  is only the textbook from the In ternationa l  
Christian Univers ity  which presents a l l  four words. The next section 
w il l  look at how they are presented.
3^ _____ Presentation in the Advanced Textbooks.
As the four words are not presented in textbooks fo r  beginners, 
but rather in intermediate or advanced textbooks, no explanation of how 
to use them is therefore provided. In general, textbooks fo r  beginners 
present sentence structures aimed at learning sentence patterns. On the
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other hand, intermediate and advanced textbooks contain no explanation 
but consist mainly of sample reading m ater ia ls , sometimes from real 
w ritten  m aterials l ik e  newspapers and books, and sometimes from 
sim plif ied  m ateria ls . Thus students are expected to learn the meaning 
from the context in which the word is used.
3.1 Japanese Language Patterns
Alfonso's J .L .P . gives several example sentences with TSUMARI, 
SUNAWACHI and KEKKYOKU, so l e t  us s ta r t  with the survey of J .L .P .
3 .1 .1  TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI in J .L .P .
In J .L .P . ,  the following example sentences with TSUMARI and 
SUNAWACHI are given:
(1) mondai o kaiketsu-suru tame ni
problem ACC solve PRES in order to
sono hon o yonda no desu.
the book ACC read PAST COMP COP POL
r TSUMARI
mokuteki o mot-te yonda no desu. 
purpose ACC have PROG read PAST COMP COP POL
V SUNAWACHI,
( In  order to solve the problem, I read the book
TSUMARI/SUNAWACHI I t  was fo r  the purpose that I read the 
book.)
(2) gikai wa n iin  ni wakarete imasu.
parliament TOP two Houses in to  divide PASS be PROG
I TSUMARI 
, SUNAWACHIj
sangiin to shuugiin no futatsu desu. 
the House and the House two COP POL. 
of of
councillors Representatives
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(The parliament is divided into two Houses. 
TSUMARI/SUNAWACHI They are the House of Councillors and 
the House of Representatives.)
(3) seishin-byooin to iu no wa nan desu ka.
mental hospital COMP TOP what COP QUES.
J TSUMARI
kichigai o naosu byooin desu.
I SUNAWACHI madness ACC cure hospital COP
(What is a mental hospital? TSUMARI/SUNAWACHI It is a 
hospital for curing madness.)
infure to yuu no wa doo yuu koto
inflation called COMP TOP what kind fact
desu ka. 
COP QUES
TSUMARI
bukka ga sugoku agatte shimau koto desu.
prices NOM extremely go up COP.
SUNAWACHIj
(What is this thing called inflation? TSUMARI/SUNAWACHI
It is when prices rise very steeply.)
(5) kono gakkoo ni wa Koronbiajin ga hi tori imasu. 
this school LOC TOP Columbian NOM one there
person is
TSUMARI
Osuna san ga sono hito desu.
SUNAWACHI NOM that person COP
(In this school, there is one Columbian. 
TSUMARI/SUNAWACHI Mr Osuna is that person.)
J.L.P. explains TSUMARI, SUNAWACHI and KEKKYOKU as the items 
which clarify, confirm or develop what has been said. The given 
equivalents for TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI are: 'that is', 'in other words' 
and 'in short'.
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J .L .P .  exp la ins  the d i f fe re n c e  as one o f s ty le .  TSUMARI appears 
in spoken language and SUNAWACHI appears more f re q u e n t ly  in w r i t te n  
language. While th is  is  t r u e ,  the problem is  not so simple. The 
d e ta i ls  w i l l  be discussed l a t e r ,  s u f f ic e  i t  to say th a t  here we do not 
look a t  any example where these two words, TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI are not 
in terchangeable .
3 .1 .2  KEKKYOKU in J .L .P .
The tra n s la t io n s  given fo r  KEKKYOKU are ' a f t e r  a l l '  and ' in  the 
end '. J .L .P .  gives the fo l lo w in g  four examples w ith  KEKKYOKU.
(6 )  dotchi no michi o i t t e  -  mo i i  desu.
which GEN way ACC go COND O.K. COP PRES
KEKKYOKU o na ji  tokoro ni demasu.
the same place to lead PRES POL
(You may take e i t h e r  way. KEKKYOKU they both lead to the 
same p la c e . )
(7 )  hooboo sagashita  no desu ga,
f a r  and wide search PAST COMP COP POL though
KEKKYOKU i i  no wa arimasen desh ita .
good COMP TOP there  is  NEG POL PAST
(Although I searched fa r  and wide, KEKKYOKU I could not
f in d  a good one.)
(8 )  kusuri o ts u k a t ta r i  neko o k a r i t a r i  
poison ACC use PAST cat ACC use PAST
shimashita KEKKYOKU nezumi wa minna sugata o 
PRO PAST POL mouse TOP a l l  d isappear-
keshimashita.
PAST POL
(We sometimes used poison and sometimes used a cat  
KEKKYOKU a l l  the mice d isappeared.)
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(9) asa okite kara i ro iro  kangaemashita.
morning get up GER since various things think POL PAST
KEKKYOKU soo suru no ga ichi ban i i  to omotta
so do COMP NOM the best think PAST
no desu.
COMP COP
(I have thought about various a l te rna t ives  since getting 
up th is  morning. KEKKYOKU I've decided that  i t  would be 
best to do such and such.)
As J.L.P. is a grammar book which focusses on patterns ,  i t  
presents KEKKYOKU, SUNAWACHI and TSUMARI independently of a discourse 
environment. On the other hand, other textbooks present them in context 
within a discourse. We will look a t  examples following the order of 
Table 1.
3.2 Nippongo II
Nippongo II presents two words, KEKKYOKU and SUNAWACHI.
3.2.1 KEKKYOKU in Nippongo I I .
KEKKYOKU is given at  the beginning of the sentence which by 
i t s e l f  const i tu tes  the l a s t  paragraph of a longer discourse about the 
prevention of i l lne ss .  I t  describes the horror of tuberculosis ,  and 
notes that  despite developments in medical science, many people s t i l l  
die of the disease every year. I t  goes on to mention that  two major
problems are the inab i l i ty  to detect  the disease in i t s  early stages, 
and the lack of a complete cure. After th is  discussion comes the 
sentence with KEKKYOKU.
(10) KEKKYOKU kekkaku ni kakaranai yoo
tuberculosis  suffer from NEG HOR
ni suru tame ni wa suimin to kyuuyoo o
in order to TOP sleep and re s t  ACC
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juubun ni tori muri ya fusessei na koto wa 
enough take over or being indifferent to TOP 
work one's health
sake dooji ni maitoshi kanarazu
avoid at the same time every year without fail
teikiteki ni kenkooshindan o uke
regularly medical examination ACC take
tsune ni kenkoo o tamotsu koto ga taisetsu desu.
always health ACC keep COMP NOM important COP POL
(In conclusion, in order not to contract tuberculosis, i t  
is important to always keep oneself healthy, to get enough 
sleep and rest ,  to avoid overwork and the neglect of one's 
health, in addition to having a regular medical 
examination every year without fa i l . )
KEKKYOKU in this context indicates that the statement following i t  is a 
concluding remark. By putting the sentence containing KEKKYOKU at the 
end, this function is clear.
3.2.2 SUNAWACHI in Nippongo II.
SUNAWACHI, as i t  is presented here, does not appear at the 
beginning of a sentence. Thus i ts  function here is not to summarize 
preceding sentences but to make what has been presented immediately 
before the word into a shorter expression. So i ts  function stays within 
the sentence.
(11) rikutsu ga aeba naruhodo to omou to ka
logic stand to COND yes think
suji ga - tooreba nattoku suru to ka iu koto, 
be reasonable COND be convinced COMP
SUNAWACHI toozen na koto o toozen to omou
proper matter ACC regard
koto wa jitsuwa 
TOP actually
jinrui no
human being of
nagai kunren no 
long training GEN
sue ni dete kita kangaekata na no de aru.
end at come up PERF the way of thinking COMP COP
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( I f  something is lo g ica l, i t  may be regarded as true, or 
i f  i t  is reasonable then you may be convinced. That is ,  
the regarding of natural things as being natural is a 
concept that has emerged only at the end of a long period 
of human development.)
SUNAWACHI in this case can be replaced by TSUMARI and by 
YOOSURUNI as well.
3.3 Integrated Spoken Japanese I
This textbook presents only the word KEKKYOKU. I t  appears in a 
conversation between people discussing the good and bad aspects of 
te levis ion . A f inal comment is:
(12) koredake terebi ga fuerya yokare ashikare
so many T.V. NOM, increase for good or bad
colloq
minna ga terebi no eikyoo o ukerutte wake desu kedo, 
everybody be influenced COMP although
terebi datte KEKKYOKU doogu ni suginai n desu kara
tool merely COP since
yappari koo iu doogu o juubun ni tsukai konasu dake 
a fte r  a l l  such fu l ly  use s k i l fu l ly
kashikoku naranakya naranai-tte koto jya nai n desu ka. 
wise become COMP COP
(Television is now so widespread that for better or worse, 
everyone is influenced by i t .  However, television is 
a fte r  a l l ,  only a too l, and as such i t  is something we 
should use s k i l f u l l y . )
Like Nippongo I I ,  this textbook presents a sentence containing KEKKYOKU 
in context at the end of a discourse. This example could also be 
replaced by YOOSURUNI.
3.4 Learn Japanese: College text
This textbook presents two words, KEKKYOKU and TSUMARI.
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3.4.1 KEKKYOKU in Learn Japanese.
KEKKYOKU is  presented in a conversation between two people. One 
is  Japanese and the other is person A, who is  studying Japanese.
Although A has not lea rn t many Chinese characters, he has lea rn t
hiragana in  two weeks. The Japanese person says to him:
(13) KEKKYOKU kanji mo hirangana mo
Chinese characters and
mainichi renshuu-suru koto ga ta ise tsu
every day practice PRES COMP NOM important
desu ne.
COP POL SFP
(A fte r a l l ,  i t  is  important to practice  both Chinese
characters and hiragana every day, is n 't  i t? )
In th is  textbook a lso , the sentence w ith KEKKYOKU comes towards
the end o f a la rge r segment o f discourse. In th is  example, KEKKYOKU
cannot be replaced by any other word.
3.4.2 TSUMARI
TSUMARI in th is  textbook is  used fo r  paraphrasing a noun phrase 
w ith a noun.
(14) kihon ni naru katachi, TSUMARI bushu
basis in to  con s titu te  form c la s s if ie r
(A form which constitu tes  the basis, tha t is ,  the
c la s s i f ie r . )
The usage which lin ks  two propositions is  not introduced, but no 
other word, is  allowed in th is  context e ith e r.
3.5 I.C.U
The I.C.U. textbook presents a l l  four o f these words.
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3.5.1 TSUMARI
TSUMARI is used not in paraphrasing sentences but in paraphrasing 
a word, as follows:
(15) mu ga ooki na mi, TSUMARI 6 to iu imi de ari 
NOM big meaning COP
("mu" is a big "mi", that  i s ,  i t  means 6)
This word cannot be replaced by any other word.
3.5.2 The f i r s t  presentation of SUNAWACHI is as a sentence connective. 
In the context of a discussion about the summer in Japan, several 
sentences about the geography of those places in Japan that  are 
considered to be very hot, are followed by th is  example of SUNAWACHI:
(16) SUNAWACHI, syoochikei to ka takasa, umi nado no 
small land height sea etc GEN
eikyoo ga atsusa ni ta ish i  sootoo ni k i i te  kuru
influence NOM hotness in regard so much effect
to
no de aru.
COMP COP
(The influence of such things as the size and height of a 
landmass, and the presence of the sea, has a great e f fec t  
on the heat.)
SUNAWACHI in th is  case functions to r e i t e r a te  what has already 
been mentioned in a d if fe ren t  way. In this  case, YOOSURUNI can also be 
used.
3.5.3 KEKKYOKU
The context in which KEKKYOKU is used is as follows. The speaker 
is talking about the difference between animate beings and inanimate
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objects. After listing several features of animate beings, he says it 
is not enough to meet just one of these features because even an 
inanimate object can share one of them. Then,
(17) KEKKYOKU watashi-tachi wa hitsuyoo de wa aru ga
we TOP necessary COP though
juubun de nai jooken de manzoku suru
sufficient COP NEG condition with satisfy
yori hoka arimasen. 
except COP NEG POL
(We have no alternative but to be satisfied with 
conditions that are insufficient but necessary.)
Unlike the examples in the textbooks surveyed so far, in this 
book the sentence with KEKKYOKU does not come at the end of a text. 
However, before and after the sentence with KEKKYOKU, there is a clear 
change of topic. Thus, KEKKYOKU can be interpreted as introducing a 
concluding remark.
3.5.4 YOOSURUNI
YOOSURUNI in this textbook clearly has the function of
summarizing what has been mentioned before, thus making the point 
clearer. YOOSURUNI is presented as follows:
(18) ..."aisureba koso" wa ittai dare ga
love TOP on earth who NOM
aisuru no de aroo ka, "watashi" ga "aisureba koso" 
love COMP COP Q I
nano ka "kanojo" ga nano ka aruiwa 
Q she or
"seken ippan no hi to" ga na no ka YOOSURUNI shukaku 
in general of people subject
o dare ni shite yoi ka ga meiryoo de nai to iu no
make can NOM clear COP NEG QUOT
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ga arim ashita.
(In  the expression "aisureba koso", who is  doing the 
loving? Is i t  'me' who's loving or is  i t  'she1, or is  i t  
people generally? YOOSURUNI i t  is  unclear who should be 
made the o b je c t.)
3.6 Nihongo Hyoogen Bunkei
This textbook presents three words, TSUMARI, KEKKYOKU and 
YOOSURUNI in tha t order and w ith some explanation. TSUMARI is  given as 
the word to be used fo r re ite ra t in g  what has already been said in 
d if fe re n t words. KEKKYOKU is  explained as the word which means "a fte r  
inq u iry " or " in  the end a fte r  various considerations". YOOSURUNI has no 
explanation.
3.6.1 TSUMARI
TSUMARI is  used as fo llow s:
(19) takuhatsu wa too kakan ni n i-ka i
re lig io u s  mendicancy TOP 10 days per 2 times
TSUMARI ik-kagetsu ni rok-kai okonau koto ni natte 
1 month per 6 go about
imasu.
(Talking about re lig io u s  mendicancy, we go about as 
begging p ries ts  twice in 10 days, tha t is ,  6 times per 
month.)
As in the other textbooks introducing TSUMARI (except J .L .P ), 
th is  usage o f TSUMARI e f fe c t iv e ly  substitu tes one expression fo r  
another.
3.6.2 KEKKYOKU
This textbook presents KEKKYOKU tw ice. KEKKYOKU in i t s  f i r s t  
presentation has no explanation. I t  is  used in the fo llow ing  context:
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A person who always comes to class at  the l a s t  moment got up e a r l i e r  
than usual. He finished his breakfast 30 minutes e a r l i e r  than usual, 
so, he thought that  he would not be l a te .  However:
(20) tokoro ga, dekakeyoo to shi te  i ta  toki ni ,
however, be about to go out PAST PROG when
denwa ga kakatte ki te  nagabanashi o sare
telephone NOM have a call  long ta lk
KEKKYOKU g i r ig i r i  ni natte  shimatta.
at  the la s t  moment become COMPL PAST
(However, ju s t  when I was about to go out, I had a phone 
c a l l ,  was caught up in a long conversation, and had l i t t l e  
time in the end.)
In th is  case, KEKKYOKU cannot be explained within the sentence 
where th is  word is used. I t  also refers  to the previous context. On 
the other hand, the second presentation of KEKKYOKU can be explained 
within the sentence:
(21) tabisaki ni wa Hawai o hajime i ro iro  na 
destination TOP Hawaii as well as many
kuni o kangaeta ga KEKKYOKU Nuujiirando 
country ACC think PAST although New Zealand
ni kimatta. 
decide PAST
(As a dest ination,  we [have] thought about various 
countries including Hawaii, but we chose New Zealand in 
the end.)
The text  t rans la tes  th is  usage of KEKKYOKU as "af te r  many 
considerations", but th is  t rans la t ion  is specif ica l ly  for th is  context, 
not a general one.
3.6.3 Y00SURUNI
This textbook also presents Y00SURUNI, but only by using i t  in 
the following dialogue, with no explanation about the word.
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Al: senshuu k ita  ano hi to wa mada wakai.
la s t  week come PAST that person TOP yet young
(The person who came la s t  week is s t i l l  young.)
A2: dakara sonnani takusan no koto o s h it te  iru  hazu
thus so much GEN things ACC know STAT should
wa nai daroo.
NEG CONJ
(He should not be expected to know so much.)
A3: sore na no ni nandemo yoku s h it te  i ru .
fo r  a l l  that everything well know STAT
(For a l l  that he knows everything quite w e l l . )
A4: YÖOSURUNI nakanaka no benkyooka na n da ne.
very hard worker COMP COP SFP
(YOOSURUNI he is a very hard worker.)
YOOSURUNI functions here to wrap up the previous statements into  
a concluding remark.
4._____ Summary
1. The way KEKKYOKU is presented is common to four out of the f iv e  
textbooks. In a l l  except the one from I .C .U . ,  the sentence with 
KEKKYOKU comes at the end of a te x t .  By th is  placement, the word 
KEKKYOKU is emphasized as being used fo r  ind icating  a concluding 
remark.
2. J .L .P . presents TSUMARI as bridging two sentences - i . e . ,
"S. TSUMARI S." The other four textbooks o f fe r  the pattern of  
"NP TSUMARI NP" but not the usage which J .L .P . gives.
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3. SUNAWACHI in Nippongo II (see 3.2.2) functions to replace two
NP's with one NP. In the other (3 .5 .2) ,  i t  functions to 
summarize what has been mentioned before with a sentence which 
begins with SUNAWACHI.
4. YOOSURUNI in one textbook (3.5.4) functions to replace three
clauses with one clause. I t  can be transla ted  as ' in  sh o r t ' .  In 
the other textbook (3 .6 .3) ,  YOOSURUNI appears a t  the beginning of 
a sentence.
5. We have encountered some examples where the word used is
interchangeable with one or more of the other words. We will 
consider these cases in Chapter IV when the meanings of the four 
words are analyzed.
CHAPTER II
IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE WORDS
0. INTRODUCTION
As mentioned in the introduction, the words to be considered in 
this thesis are not generally regarded as belonging to the same 
grammatical category in dictionaries. One word, SUNAWACHI is classified 
as a conjunction and the other three words, KEKKYOKU, YOOSURUNI and 
TSUMARI, as adverbs. It is still controversial where the boundary 
exists between adverbs and conjunctions and this problem is reflected in 
the classification of the words treated in this thesis. Some Japanese 
linguists regard three of these words as conjuctions and the other one 
as an adverb, whereas others regard all of them as conjunctions. This 
chapter is devoted to a brief survey of previous treatments of the words 
in the Japanese lexicon. Specifically, it deals with their relations to 
other words which have similar grammatical functions, i.e., other 
conjunctions and adverbs.
The chapter consists of two sections. The first examines one of 
the many attempts to classify Japanese conjunctions. This section deals 
with a classification which is based on the effect of the conjunctions 
on the semantic relationship between the conjoined sentences. The 
second section is concerned with the classification of Japanese 
sentential adverbs. There are not many studies of these, and here 
Nakau's (1980) classification, is examined.
Although these two sections do present some classifications of 
conjunctions and adverbs, the aim of the presentation is not to show to 
which group or class the words to be considered in this thesis belong,
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nor to give them a certain grammatical status, but to put them into some 
kind of context so that they can be more easily understood. It will be 
easier for the reader to understand these words if he can see how they 
relate to other words in the lexicon.
K _ _ _ _ Conjunctions
In the native Japanese grammatical tradition (Kokugogaku), there 
is a controversy as to whether or not conjunctions are a form of
adverb. The concept of "conjunction" itself did not originally exist in 
the Japanese tradition, but was introduced from Dutch grammar.
Yamada1 is one of the Japanese linguists who regard conjunctions 
as a subset of adverbs. While this section is concerned with
conjunctions, as there is some doubt as to whether conjunctions are a 
grammatical category in their own right, we shall touch briefly on 
Yamada's claim here. He contends that so-called conjunctions in 
Japanese are different from conjunctions in European grammar and that 
they should be called conjunctive adverbs. According to him, 
conjunctive adverbs can be defined as follows:
tada shita ni kuru go mata wa bun o sootei suru nomi narazu
kanarazu ue ni aru mono to shita ni aru mono o chuuho baikai 
shite motte dooshi matawa bun ni kankei o yuuseshimu mono n a r i.2
something which not only modifies the following word or sentence 
but which also relates verbs or sentences to each other,mediating between that which precedes and that which follows.(My translation)
This idea has been taken up by Matsushita3 and developed by 
M orishige.4
On the other hand, some linguists such as Tokieda claim that 
conjunctions should be an independent grammatical category. The
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d iffe rence between adverbs and conjunctions according to Tokieda's 
analysis is  i l lu s tra te d  in the fo llow ing  examples. The same word form, 
"mata", is  used once as an adverb and once as a conjunction.
(1) izure mata oukagai shimasu.
some day again v is i t  humble form
(I w i l l  v is i t  you again some day.)
(2) saku jitsu  wa ojama shimashita.
yesterday TOP d is tu rb  PAST
mata sono setsu wa gochisoo ni nari mashita.
also the occasion TOP tre a t PAST
(I am sorry tha t I disturbed you yesterday. But thank you
fo r  your h o s p ita lity .)
In the example (1 ), 'm a ta ', which functions as an adverb, 
expresses the re p e tit io n  o f an ac tion , i . e . ,  v is i t in g .  On the other 
hand, in (2 ), 'mata' as a conjunction does not modify e ith e r o f the 
sentences which i t  connects but expresses the speaker's in te n tion  to add 
some new fa c t to the previous one.
This idea has been pursued by lin g u is ts  such as Tsukahara5 and 
Ichikawa6. The c la s s if ic a t io n  o f conjunctions which we are going to 
consider here is  Ichikawa's. I t  is  based on the e ffe c t which 
conjunctions have on the semantic re la tion sh ip  between the statements 
which they connect.
For convenience we w i l l  c a ll a sentence or a phrase which 
precedes a conjunction, 'antecedent' and a sentence or a phrase which 
fo llow s a conjunction, 'consequent'. That is ,  statement A in  the 
fo llow ing  sequence w i l l  be ca lled  antecedent and statement B w i l l  be 
ca lled  subsequent:
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(3) Statement A - conjunction - Statement B.
Ichikawa classifies conjunctions into five major groups according 
to the relation of the two statements, antecedent and consequent. Each 
major group has sub-groups. Each group and each sub-group is given a 
name which indicates the relation between the statements.
A. Shoosetsu ) (Lit. receive and connect).
The consequent derives directly from, or is related to, the 
antecedent.
al Kiketsu (Consequence).
(i) Junsetsu (Non-constrastive): dakara (therefore),
shitagatte, sorede
(i i )  Gyakusetsu (Constrastive): shikashi, tokoroga, ga 
(but)
a2 Kikkake (Turning point): suruto, soosuruto, to (then)
a3 J i ta i  ya sayoo kara no kekka (result of situation or
process): kakute, kakushite, kooshite (accordingly) 
a4 Tenka (Additive)
To the antecedent, add and order, or juxtapose the 
consequent: sarani, sorekara, (moreover), katsu (besides) 
a5 Sentaku (Alternative [Lit. "selection"]): soretomo, aruiwa,
matawa (or)
a6 Taihi (Contrastive)
The consequent contrasts with the antecedent: to iu yori 
wa, mushiro, kaette (rather) 
a7 Gentei (Restriction)
The consequent res tr ic ts  the antecedent: tadashi, tada, 
mottomo (however)
(Lit. = Literally)
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a8 Horyuu (Leave aside. [Lit .  defer])
Reserve judgement on the antecedent in order to express the 
consequent, shikashi, tomokaku, tomoare (anyhow)
a9 Ootoo (Response)
Consequent is a response to the antecedent: iya, ina,
shikari (untransla table)
B Saijo ( J f & O  (Restatement)
Consequent describes the antecedent in some repe t i t ive  way.
bl.  Kangen (Restatement): tsumari , sunawachi (in other words)
b2. Shoojutsu (Expatia t ion): tsumari, sunawachi
b3. Yooyaku (Summary): yoosuruni, kekkyoku (a f te r  a l l )
b4. Hanpuku (Repetition): no word l i s te d  by Ichikawa.
N.B. The words l i s ted  in th is  group are the words which are being
considered in th is  thes is .
C. Tenkan (jfef-^) Conversion
The consequent represents a change from the antecedent with 
regard to time, place, s i tua t ion  or fac t .
tokorode, sa te ,  somosomo (by the way, well,  in the f i r s t  place)
D. Hosoku ( ) (Supplement)
The consequent is dependent on the antecedent and c la r i f i e s  i t .  
d . l  Kaisetsu (Lit.  expository)
The consequent explains the antecedent with regard to
cause, reason, s i tu a t io n ,  condition, manner or a t t r ib u t e ,  
and provides addit ional ,  usually contradictory,  material,
datte  (yet) ,  tada ( j u s t ) ,  mottomo (but).
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d.2 Reiji (Exemplification)
tatoeba (for example), genni (actually), j i j i t s u  (in fact)
E Maeoki Introduction
The antecedent supports the consequent as an introduction to i t .  
el Teiji (Presentation)
The antecedent presents a situation, background subject, 
topic or general truth relating to the consequent, or 
presents as an introduction a generalization, conclusion 
or result of the consequent, 
sunawachi (in other words). 
e2 Reiji (Exemplification)
The antecedent introduces an example of the consequent. 
According to this classification, the four words analyzed in this 
thesis are members of the "restatement" category. One word, SUNAWACHI, 
also appears under the heading of "introduction".
2_ ._____Sentence Adverbials
The previous section looked at the classification of 
conjunctions. In this section, we shall examine the classification of 
sentence adverbials. Sentence adverbials are defined as those adverbs 
which modify the whole sentence as opposed to those adverbs which modify 
primarily verbs or verb phrases inside the main sentence. That is,  
sentence adverbials stand outside the main sentence and modify the 
sentence as a whole. Structurally, therefore, sentence adverbs are 
similar to conjunctions in that both are outside the main sentence.
Nakau (1980)7 distinguishes sentence adverbs from other adverbs, 
calling the la t te r  "meidainai fukushi" (adverbs outside the
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proposition). The significance of the fact that sentence adverbs are
outside the proposition is that they can never constitute a part of the 
proposition. That is ,  they do not change the meaning of any of the 
elements inside the proposition, the meaning of the adverb which 
modifies the sentence is not influenced by i t .
Nakau's classification mainly follows Bellert (1977)8. 
Consequently, his classification is based on English words, although he 
l i s t s  Japanese vocabulary items. He classifies sentential adverbs into 
four groups as follows:
(1) Kachihandan (Evaluative)
(2) Shingihandan (Truth, judgement or modal)
(3) Hatsuwakooi (Speech act or pragmatic)
(4) Ryooikishitei (Domain)
Besides these four types of sentential adverbs, Bellert proposes one 
more group, called 'conjunctive adverbs'. However, Nakau rejects the 
view that conjunctive adverbs belong to sentential adverbs. He claims 
that conjunctive adverbs are different from sentential adverbs in that 
they do not modify or res tr ic t  the content of the proposition. The 
function of conjunctive adverbs lies not in connecting two propositions 
but in connecting two sentences each of which consists of modality and 
proposition.9
Vocabulary items listed under each category along with a brief 
explanation are given below.
(1) Evaluative adverbs18
The adverbs in this group describe a speaker's evaluation and 
judgement of a given situation or state.
unwaruku (unfortunately), ainiku (unluckily), saiwainimo (happily), 
fukoonishite (unhappily), ureshiikotoni (happily), myoonakotoni (oddly
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enough), odoroitakotoni (surprisingly), fushiginamonode (interestingly 
enough), zannennagara (to my regret), toozen no kotonagara (not 
surprisingly), okinodokudesuqa (unfortunately), shinjigatai kotodaga 
(unbelievably), kanashiikana (regrettably)
(2) Truth judgement
These adverbs describe a speaker's judgement at speech time on 
the degree of truth of the proposition.
osoraku (perhaps), tabun (maybe), mochiron (of course), muron (of 
course), kitto (possibly), kanarazu (certainly), sadameshi (probably), 
sazo (surely), tashika, tashikani (certainly), akirakani (apparently), 
omouni, kangaeruni (in my opinion), tsura tsura omonmiruni, utagaimo 
naku (undoubtedly), hyottoshite (maybe), moshika suruto (in my 
estimation), watashi no miru tokoro (as far as I know), watashi no shiru 
kagiri (to the best of my knowledge)
(3) Speech act
These adverbs describe the speaker's attitude towards the 
proposition and are concerned with the speaker's way of presenting a 
propostion.
tsuidenagara (incidentally), chinamini (incidentally), yoosuruni 
(briefly),  tatoeba (for instance), sunao ni i t te  (honestly), hontoono 
tokoro (truthfully),  tsumariwa (in other words), iwaba (so to speak), 
ittemireba, iunareba (so to speak), dochiraka to ieba ( i f  anything), 
uchiwa no hanashidaga (speaking of private affairs) ,  hanashi wa chigai 
masuga ( if  I may talk about a different topic), ooppiraniwa ienaiga 
(confidentially), chotto oukagaishimasuga ( if  I may ask you), 
osoreiirimasuga (I am sorry to trouble you, but . . ) ,  monowa soodan daga 
( i f  I may ask you), aratamete iumademonaku (needless to say)
Note that two of the words to be considered in this thesis fall into 
this category (viz. YOOSURUNI and TSUMARI). The other two words are not 
listed by Nakau, but should also fall into this category.
(4) Domain
Although Nakau represents this group as an independent sub-type 
of sentential adverbs, he admits that some of the adverbs of this type 
can become a part of a proposition. He does not present his own
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definition, although he gives us the following words.
tatemaetoshitewa (in principle), omotemukiwa (publicly), meimokujoo wa 
(nominally), moto o tadaseba (basically), konpon tekiniwa 
(fundamentally), kihontekiniwa (fundamentally), risoo o ieba (ideally), 
rikutsu o ieba (logically speaking), genrijoo (in principle), teigijoo 
(by definition)
According to this classification, the words dealt with in this thesis 
belong to the third group, "speech act adverbs". In the following 
chapters, we will consider the restrictions which Nakau presents under 
this heading.
3_._____Summary
The previous sections have shown two systems under which these 
four words have been classified under the following headings:
(1) conjunctions for restatement
(2) speech act adverbs
(i) sentence adverbials
( i i )  restricting the way of presenting the propostion 
Although this classification might be helpful in showing how the
four words are related to other Japanese words, i t  cannot help language 
students to understand the differences between them. The following 
chapters attempt to provide a description which will help foreign 
students of Japanese to learn to distinguish them from each other.
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CHAPTER III
SYNTACTIC CONSTRAINTS 
ON THE NORDS
0. INTRODUCTION
This chapter is concerned with the syntactic constraints on the 
four words being examined in this thesis. Unlike predicate adverbs, 
sentential adverbs are not included within the scope of such devices as 
questions, negatives, imperatives and sentential pronominalization 
(Sawada; 1978, Greenbaum; 1969). The constraints on these four words, 
and their behaviour in the above mentioned syntactic constructions, are 
considered separately in each section. As it is important for students 
to know in which constructions such words can or cannot appear, an 
understanding of these syntactic constraints has valuable implications 
for the teaching of Japanese as a second language.
K ___ Occurrence in Questions
So-called sentential adverbs cannot be the focus of clause 
interrogation (Greenbaum; 1969: p. 24, Sawada; 1978: p. 19).
*(1) Does he fortunately know about it? (Quirk, et. al. 1972).
*(2) kare wa isamashiku mo moesakaru biru ni
He TOP bravely burning building into
tobikonde-itta no desu ka? 
dash into PAST Q
(Did he bravely dash into the burning building?)
However, Nakau points out that the adverbs of speech acts (see Nakau; 
1980: pp. 209-210) can appear WITH questions but not IN questions,
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and that in this they d i f fe r  from other sentential adverbs. What Nakau 
signifies by "WITH" and "IN" is: When he says that some adverbs can
appear "WITH" questions, he means that some adverbs occur at the
beginning of a question sentence but they cannot be inside the scope of 
questions, which means that i t  is impossible to make a question sentence 
in which these adverbs are being questioned. When he says that some 
adverbs can appear "IN" questions, he means that some adverbs can be 
inside the scope of question, and therefore i t  is possible to make 
questions in which they are being questioned. On the basis of this
d istinction , he says that the adverbs of speech acts cannot be the "IN"
case but can be the "WITH" case. However, other sentential adverbs 
cannot be e ither case. The adverbs in examples from (3) to (6) belong 
to other sentential adverbs.
* (3 )  Probably did Frank beat a l l  his opponents?
*(4 )  Fortunately does he know about it?
* (5 )  tabun Jiroo wa Michie ni koishite -  i ta  
perhaps TOP love STAT PAST
no desu ka.
COMP COP Q
(Did Jiroo love Michie, perhaps?)
* (6 )  saiwai sono madara no fuefuki ga
fortunately the piper NOM
machijuu no nezumi o obikidashita
in a l l  over the town GEN rats ACC decoy PAST
no desu ka.
COMP COP Q
(Fortunately, did the pied piper decoy the rats from a ll  
over the town?)
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Examples (3) to (6) are from Sawada (ibid: p. 20), and they 
demonstrate that i f  sentential adverbs which are not speech act adverbs 
appear with question sentences, the sentences become unacceptable. On 
the other hand, the following sentences, except that with SUNAWACHI, are 
acceptable, although these words appear with questions.
(7) KEKKYOKU doo natta no?
how become PAST SFP
(8) Y00SURUNI doo natta no?
*(9) SUNAWACHI doo natta no?
(10) TSUMARI doo natta no?
(What's the outcome? or How has i t  turned out?)
The anomalous characteristics of example (9) are due not to the
fact that i t  appears in a question but to s ty l is t ic  reasons. SUNAWACHI
tends to be used only in written language. If i t  is used in spoken 
language, i t  sounds excessively formal. On the other hand, sentence
final particles, "no" in this case, appear only in spoken language. 
Here the sentence is made anomalous by these two opposing features. 
Thus we can say that "speech act adverbs" can appear with questions.
The meaning of each sentence is approximately as follows. In 
(7), the speaker requests the addressee to te l l  him what the outcome or 
conclusion is. What the speaker wants to know is just the final 
concluding comment or statement; he does not want the addressee to 
supply full details or to describe the process to the end. Thus the
speaker asks the addressee to summarize what he is going to say.
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Sentence (8) is ambiguous as to whether or not the addressee has 
previously commented on the outcome. In either case, the speaker wants 
to know the result , so he uses Y00SURUNI in order to specify the 
addressee's way of answering the question. However, in the case of (7), 
the sentence with KEKKYOKU has only one reading. That is ,  the addressee 
has previously made no mention of the outcome. (10), like (8) has two 
readings. The speaker asks the addressee to paraphrase or rephrase what
the addressee has said. In this case, the addressee has already
mentioned the outcome and the speaker seeks to res tr ic t  the way he 
refers to i t .  The adverbs in (7), (8) and (10) place restrictions on
the mode of reply of the addressee. However, this is not always the 
case. As Greenbaum (1969; p. 82) and Schreiber (1972; p. 332) point
out, style disjuncts can relate to the speaker's attitude towards what 
he is asking, and can also res tr ic t  the addressee's response. In other 
words, style disjuncts can relate either to the speaker or to the 
addressee in interrogative sentences.
1.1 Speaker's modality and addressee's modality.
Before examining the four words in the light of this point in 
sub-section 1.2, le t  us look at an example from Greenbaum (1969, p. 82).
(11) Confidentially, is she stupid?
(11)' = I ask confidentially: is she stupid?
(11)" = Tell me confidentially: is she stupid?
As one can see, example (11) has two readings (11)' and (11)". 
In the reading of (11)', the word "confidentially", refers to the 
attitude of the speaker towards the statement, thus i t  is the speaker 
who is being confidential. On the other hand, in the reading of (11)",
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"confidentially" refers to the attitude of the addressee. The addressee 
should be confidential in answering the question. Thus "confidentially" 
can be related to the attitude of either the speaker or the addressee.
Nakau (1980; pp. 209-212) calls these two cases, (11)' and (11)", 
'speaker's modality' and 'addressee's modality' respectively. He says 
that i t  would be natural to regard Japanese speech act adverbs as having 
the function of restricting the addressee's mode of response rather than 
restr icting the speaker's mode of query (p. 212). Foley and Van Valin 
(1984; p. 222), about illocutionary-force adverbs say: " i t  is the 
general pattern for these adverbs to be speaker oriented in statements, 
but addressee oriented in requests."
1.2 A Consideration of the Four Words in the Light of 
Speaker/Addressee Orientation
Let us go back to the case of the four words and consider the 
following examples:
(12) TSUMARI ' anata wa ashita shusseki-suru
(13) Y00SURUNI L you TOP tomorrow attend
(14) KEKKYOKU r
(15) SUNAWACHI , no desu ka.
COMP COP Q
(Are you going to attend tomorrow?)
(16) TSUMARI ] sore wa sono ichizoku no hookai
(17) Y00SURUNI \  i t  TOP the family GEN collapse
(18) KEKKYOKU f
(19) SUNAWACHI J o imi-suru no de wa arimasen ka.
ACC mean COMP COP Q
(Won't that mean the end of the family unit?)
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In examples (12) to (14) it is difficult to tell whether these 
words, TSUMARI, YOOSURUNI and KEKKYOKU, relate to the speaker's 
attitude, or to that of the addressee. Example (12), for instance, can 
be interpreted in two ways:
(i) where TSUMARI relates to the speaker, he or she attempts to
rephrase or summarize what the addressee has said so far. So in
this case the act of asking a question itself can be regarded as
an act of summarizing what has been said by the addressee; and
(ii) where TSUMARI relates to the addressee.
The difference between these two cases is as follows. In the 
first case, where TSUMARI relates to the speaker, the speaker attempts 
to rephrase or summarize what the addressee has said so far. As the 
addressee may have talked in a roundabout way, what the addressee has 
said so far is not clear to the speaker. Considering what the addressee 
has said so far, it seems to the speaker that the addressee is going to 
attend tomorrow. However, as the speaker is not sure whether the 
addressee is going to attend or not, he wants to confirm it. Thus the 
speakers says: TSUMARI anata wa ashita shusseki-suru no desu ka. (Are 
you going to attend tomorrow?). This can be described as follows by 
using components:
a) In saying this, I am talking about something you know 
about.
b) I want to say what you have said in a different way.
c) I assume that I can say this.
d) I want you to say this is right.
In the second case, where, TSUMARI relates to the addressee, the 
speaker asks the addressee to summarize what he has said so far. The 
addressee has not yet referred to whether he or she is going to attend
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or not. However, what the speaker rea l ly  wants to know is whether the 
addressee is going to attend or not, thus the speaker urges the
addressee to make a confirmatory statement. Thus, to mean " i f  you 
summarize what you have said,  does i t  mean that  you are going to attend 
tomorrow?", the speaker says: TSUMARI ashita  anata wa shusseki-suru no 
desu ka. The components are as follows:
a) In saying th i s ,  I am talking about something you know 
about.
b) I want you to say what you have said in a d if fe ren t  way.
c) I want to know whether i t  can be said like th is .
d) I want you to say th is  is r ight.
As seen above, the difference between these two cases is ju s t  whether
the person doing the summarizing is  the speaker or the addressee. The 
difference is very subtle,  and is d i f f i c u l t  to capture in ordinary prose 
form. However, by comparing the components, the difference becomes 
c lear .  Nonetheless, as far  as the four words under consideration are
concerned, ambiguity remains between those speech acts which are 
speaker-oriented and those which are addressee-oriented.
Neither question type, i l l u s t r a te d  in examples (12) to (15) and 
(16) to (19), seeks to e l i c i t  new information. Rather they e i ther  seek 
the addressee's approval of the way the speaker has perceived what the
addressee said, or seek to r e s t r i c t  the way in which the addressee can
respond. (Notice that  these questions have a NO DA construction. We 
will consider th is  point in section 3.) The same kind of ambiguity is 
true of wh-questions. KEKKYOKU, YOOSURUNI and TSUMARI, in examples (7), 
(8) and (10) and the subsequent examples, are all  ambiguous as to 
whether they r e s t r i c t  the speaker 's a t t i tude  towards a statement or the
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addressee's way of answering the question.
2.___ Occurrence with Imperatives.
2.0 A General Account
This section is concerned with the cooccurrence of these words 
with imperatives. Kudoo (1982)2 mentions that adverbs of "sub­
modality", to which these four words belong, cannot occur in 'pure' 
imperatives which indicate an order to make somebody do something. For 
example, the following sentences are unacceptable.
(20) * Y00SURUNI
* KEKKYOKU
* TSUMARI
* SUNAWACHI
issho ni ikimashoo 
together go let us
(Let's go together.)
(21) * Y00SURUNI
* KEKKYOKU
* TSUMARI 
V *  SUNAWACHI
kimi ga ike 
you NOM 'go' IMP
(You go there.)
In (20), the verb takes a request form and the meaning is a 
request or suggestion. In (21), the verb form is an imperative and its 
meaning is an order or a command. None of the four adverbs can cooccur 
with these forms. However, examples (22) and (23) below show that they 
are acceptable in imperative construction of a different grammatical 
form.
(22) Y00SURUNI 
, KEKKYOKU , 
TSUMARI 
SUNAWACHI ,
issho ni 
together
itte hoshii no desu. 
go want COMP COP
(I want you to go together.)
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(23) ' YOOSURUNI 
. KEKKYOKU 
TSUMARI 
V SUNAWACHI /
kimi ga iku beki na no desu. 
you NOM go should COMP COP
(You should go.)
In ( 2 2 ) ,  the form o f the verb is  a d e c la ra t iv e  but the meaning is  
a request. In ( 2 3 ) ,  the verb is  a lso d e c la r a t iv e ,  but the meaning is  an 
order as in (2 1 ) .
Before going in to  the d e ta i ls  o f  these examples, i t  is  necessary 
to d is t in g u ish  im peratives seen from the s yn tac t ic  po in t o f  view from 
the ones seen from other points o f view. Thus, the fo llow ing  
sub-section w i l l  be concerned w ith th is  d is t in c t io n .  Then sub-section  
2 .2  w i l l  consider the d e ta i ls  o f  the examples above.
2 .1  The D is t in c t io n  between Im peratives .
Imperatives in Japanese can be defined s y n t a c t ic a l ly ,  which means 
th a t  they can be defined pure ly  by the forms o f verbs. For example, 
(24 ) is  an im perative  sentence from the viewpoint o f  formal properties  
o f surface expression.
(24 ) kimi ga i k i  nasai.
you NOM go IMP
(You go t h e r e . )
(24 ) expresses an o rd er,  so the goal to be achieved by using th is  
expression is  th a t  you, not o th e rs ,  take the action  o f  going. However, 
the same goal can be achieved by using d i f f e r e n t  l in g u is t ic  surface  
expressions as fo l lo w s .
(25) kimi ga iku beki da.
you NOM go should
(You should g o . )
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(26) kimi ga i t t e  kure nai ka.
you NOM go NEG Q
(Can't you go?)
By virtue of the forms, (25) is an expression of the declarative 
mood and (26) is one of the interrogative mood. However, both (25) and 
(26) perform the same type of speech act - i . e . ,  an order.
As seen above, there is no one-to-one correspondence between 
imperatives which are defined syntactically and speech acts. That is,  
syntactic factors alone do not determine the type of speech act. I t  is 
necessary to distinguish these two kinds of imperatives in order to 
examine the kind of illocutionary forces with which the four words under 
consideration can cooccur.
Thus we define imperatives as surface expressions which have the 
verb form of command in Japanese verb conjugation as follows.
hanaSE (Speak)
miRO (Look)
yoBE (Call)
hashiRE (Run)
Table 1
These command-form verbs are rarely used among adults to speak to 
each other. This form of the verb is very direct and is normally only 
used between adults who are very close friends, from a superior to a 
subordinate (e.g. an officer to a low ranking soldier) or among 
children. In most cases, other verb forms are used to perform a 
command. If we define imperatives purely from the syntactic point of 
view, we must exclude this kind of surface linguistic expression which 
may be used as a command or an order from the semantic point of view.
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In Japanese, there is another way of expressing a command using a 
syntactic procedure. This command form is more polite than the forms 
mentioned in 2.1, but the politeness does not affect the anomaly of the 
sentences. This command can be formed by adding "NASAI" to the I-base 
of the verb. "NASAI" is the command form of NASARU ("do"), which 
belongs to the same paradigm as the forms in Table 1. However, "NASARU" 
is an honorific verb, so this makes the command a polite one. For 
example:
hanaSE - hanashiNASAI
miRO - miNASAI
With this form of command, these four words cannot cooccur:
(27) * YOOSURUNI
* KEKKYOKU
* TSUMARI
* SUNAWACHI
kimi ga ikinasai. 
you NOM
(Please go.)
From the observations above, we can say that these four words do 
not appear with syntactic imperatives, be they polite (example 27) or 
impolite (example 21).
2.2 Imperatives in relation with Illocutionary Forces.
The previous section has shown that the four words with which we 
are concerned cannot cooccur with imperatives, whether ordinary or 
polite. Even if the degree of politeness increases and the type of 
speech act changes from a command to a request, the anomaly still 
remains.
(28) * YOOSURUNI
* KEKKYOKU
* TSUMARI
V * SUNAWACHI
kimi ga itte kudasai.
(Please do me the favour of going.)
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What kind of illocutionary force, then, is related to the acceptability 
of these four words in imperative sentences? This section will be 
concerned with that problem.
Schreiber (1972; pp. 339-343) says: " i t appears that the
acceptability of style disjuncts in imperatives depends on the
illocutionary force of the sentence". "Style disjuncts" is Greenbaum's 
term (1969)3 and according to Nakau's analysis (1980)4, two of the four 
words treated in this thesis belong to that category. Schreiber 
distinguishes two types of imperative sentence, the ones which he calls 
"true imperatives" and the ones which he calls "pseudo-imperatives", and 
he points out that style disjuncts can occur in "pseudo-imperatives" but 
not in "true imperatives". Let us look briefly at Schreiber's
distinction between the two kinds of imperatives.
"True imperatives", which he also calls "commands", are of the 
sentence type shown in example (29) below;
(29) Be careful.
On the other hand "pseudo-imperatives", which he also calls
"hortatives", are like sentence type (30) given below;
(30) Be glad that we are leaving.
The syntactic difference between "true imperatives" and 
"pseudo-imperatives" is that Stative verbs and adjectives cannot occur 
in "true imperatives". Thus (29) with non-stative "careful" is 
grammatical, but (31) with Stative "glad" is not.
*(31) Be glad.
"True imperatives" optionally take init ia l  "do" but "pseudo-imperatives
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do not, so (32) is acceptable but (33) is not.
(32) Do be careful.
*(33) Do be glad that we are leaving.
Using th is d is tinc tion , Schreiber tr ie s  to explain why style disjuncts 
can occur in "pseudo-imperatives" but not in "true imperatives". He 
suggests that the structures underlying "true imperatives" and 
"pseudo-imperatives" are as presented in (34) and (35) respectively.
(34) I command you S.
(35) I suggest (to) you S.
He finds that there is an iden tity  between the acceptability of the 
underlying sentences with style disjuncts and the acceptability of the 
surface imperative sentences with style disjuncts. Thus as
"pseudo-imperatives" generally accept style disjunct occurrence, as 
shown in (38), style disjuncts can (with one possible exception being 
the examples with a question mark) appear free ly with the verb
"suggest".
I
( 36 ) Frankly
Candidly
Confidentially
Honestly
TTruthfully J
be glad that we are leaving.
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(37) I suggest to you
<
\
fra n k ly  
candidly 
con fiden tia l ly  V 
honestly 
T tru th fu lly  j
tha t you should 
be glad tha t we 
are leaving.
On the other hand, as "true  imperatives" do not accept s ty le  d is jun c t 
occurrence as shown in (38), s ty le  d is juncts  cannot appear w ith the verb 
"command".
(38) '
i
\
*Frankly 
C an d id ly  
C o n fid e n t ia lly  
*Honestly 
^T ru th fu lly
(you) come down from there th is  
in s ta n t.
(39) I command you * fra n k ly
C an d id ly
x C o n f id e n t ia lly  \  
C on es tly  
y  * t r u th fu l ly  J
to come down from 
there th is  in s ta n t.
The discussion so fa r  has presented S chre ibe r's view on 
imperatives. Although he was r ig h t in po in ting  out tha t the 
a cce p ta b ility  o f s ty le  d is junc ts  in imperatives depends on the 
il lo c u tio n a ry  force o f the sentence, he does not succeed in showing 
c le a r ly  those cases in which s ty le  d is juncts  can appear in imperatives. 
His argument on im peratives, as well as the other argument o f his paper, 
is  calcu lated to support the performative analysis (or the performative
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hypothesis). However, contrary to his intention, Schreiber himself 
exposes the difficulty of setting up the very same underlying structures 
on which his argument is based. As archetypal verbs of the underlying 
structures of the two kinds of imperatives, he uses 'command' and 
'suggest'. He admits that the choice is not restricted to these two 
words and that the verbs may be abstract verbs of the same meaning 
class. And he says that 'advise' or 'recommend' for 'suggest' would 
provide the same distinction. (Schreiber; ibid: p. 341, fn.37). Yet 
'advise' is obviously different from 'suggest' which is different from 
' recommend'.
Moreover, the distinction proposed by Schreiber does not apply to 
examples (20) to (23). A simple performative verb cannot represent the 
difference of illocutionary forces among them. Here we have to remember 
that our argument is based on the assumption that illocutionary forces 
are complex semantic structures. To represent the illocutionary forces 
accurately is to present them in the form of a bundle of components.
Now let us go back to examples (20) to (23). We can describe 
these sentences using illocutionary components as follows. We shall 
present the illocutionary force of the sentence without using the four 
words.
(40) issho ni ikimashoo. = (20)
(Let's go together.)
a) I say: I want you to do i t  with me.
b) I assume that you will want to do i t .
(41) kimi ga ike. = (21)
(You go there.)
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a) I say: I want you to do it.
b) By saying this, I want to cause you to do it.
The four words appear in sentences (40) and (41). On the other hand, 
three of them can appear in the following two sentences.
(42) issho ni itte hoshii no desu. = (22)
(I want you to go there together with me.)
a) I say: I want you to do it with me.
b) In saying this, I assume that this is something you 
know about.
c) I want to cause you to do it because of what I say.
d) I assume that you feel you have to do what I say I
want you to do.
e) I assume that you will do it because of what I say.
f) I assume you will understand why I say this now.
(43) kimi ga iku beki na no desu. = (23)
(You should g o . )
a) I say: you have to do it.
b) In saying this, I assume that this is something you
know about.
c) I believe that you have to do it.
d) I want to cause you to do it because of what I say.
e) I assume you will do it because I say I want you to
do it.
f) I assume you will understand why I say this now.
The syntactic difference between the pair of (40) and (41) and the pair 
of (42) and (43) is the existence of "NO DESU (a polite form of
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NO DA)". However, as i l lustrated in the components above (from (41) to 
(43)), the illocutionary purpose is the same through (41), (42) and (43)
- i . e . ,  I want to cause you to do i t .  This component, by i t s e l f ,  does 
not represent the illocutionary force of these sentences. To describe 
the illocutionary force of them, i t  is necessary to include other 
components describing intentions and assumptions. This would be enough 
to prove that we cannot demonstrate the illocutionary force of the 
sentences by means of Schreiber's approach, i . e . ,  by means of a simple 
performative verb. The existence of "NO DA" makes the meaning of a 
sentence more complicated than a sentence without "NO DA". It  is 
impossible to describe the meaning of a sentence in the NO DA 
construction without referring to the assumptions. One assumption is 
that a proposition is already known by the addressee. At least the 
speaker supposes that the addressee knows something about the 
proposition, (e.g. (b) of (42) and (43)). Thus these assumptions, as 
well as other assumptions or intentions, make the use of three of the 
four words acceptable in the context of ordering.
We have seen how effectively the meaning of a sentence in the 
NO DA construction can be demonstrated by using illocutionary
components. Before going to the next section, analysis of (42) and (43) 
must be justif ied, as we did not go into the details of these examples 
when they were presented in sub-section 2.0.
First of a l l ,  we must consider the contexts in which these two 
expressions, (42) and (43), would be used. In the case of (42), the 
speaker has already mentioned that he wants the addressee to go 
somewhere together with him. Or, at least, the speaker has hinted at 
wanting the addressee to go together with him. This feature is
reflected in component (b). However, i t  seems to the speaker that the
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addressee is taking no action. That might be because the addressee has 
forgotten about being asked to accompany the speaker, or because the 
addressee failed to perceive the hint from the speaker. Thus the
speaker insists on wanting the addressee to act by uttering this 
sentence. These features are reflected in components (c), (d), and 
(f). By saying this, the speaker urges the addressee to act. This 
feature is reflected in component (e).
In the case of (43), as one can see from the translation, the
order is more forceful than in (42). This difference is reflected in 
component (c), which is not among the components in (42). The situation 
would be like this: who should go, or whether the addressee should go,
has already been discussed. This is expressed by NO DA construction and 
reflected in components (b) and (f). The speaker thinks that the
addressee definitely should go. Thus he articulates sentence (43) to 
force the addressee to go. This feature is reflected in component (c).
Now we must look at (42) and (43) again from the syntactic point 
of view. The NO DA construction is reflected in (b) and (f), both of 
(42) and (43). "Hoshii (want)", which expresses 'expectation1 is 
reflected in (d) and (e) of (42). "Beki (should)", which expresses 
'expected obligation', is reflected in (c) and (e) of (43).
Thus the results of all these reflections are the semantic
formulae proposed from (a) to (f) in (42) and (43).
_3.___ Occurrence in the NO DA construction.
3.0 A General Account
As seen in the previous section, the anomaly in imperative 
sentences disappears when the sentences take the NO DA construction. 
This section will look at the relationship between the four words and
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the NO DA construction.
The following table, Table 2, shows the kind of grammatical
sentence-final forms that the four words can take in actual data. The
le f t  column shows the grammatical forms. The bottom line shows the
total number of sentences gathered. Each
percentage of the grammatical form.
number is the frequency
KEKKYOKU TSUMARI YOOSURUNI SUNAWACHI
NO DA 6 23 52 10
DE ARU 6 22 8 6
WAKE DA 0 2 0 0
WAKE DE ARU 0 0 4 0
others 88 53 36 84
No. of examples 48 103 52 32
Table 2
Examples of each word in the NO DA construction are as follows:
(44) shakaishugi wa KEKKYOKU kokkashugi ni naru
socialism TOP nationalism to become
NO DE aru.
(Socialism leads to nationalism in the end.)
(Chitekitaioo, p. 53)
(45) sono riyuu wa TSUMARI koo iu koto na N DA.
the reason TOP such fact
(The reason is such.)
(Nihongo Kyooikujiten, p. 361)
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(46) "YOOSURUNI otoko ni kekkonshiki o hayaku
man DAT wedding ACC early
suru yoo mooshiirero to ossharu N DESU ne."
hold HOR propose IMP QUOT say SFP
(That is, you want me to suggest to the man that he holds 
the wedding earlier, don't you?)
(Ubazakari, p. 48)
(47) ... SUNAWACHI Yasuoka wa Koochi o ukete
TOP ACC sit for an exam
ochi, washi wa Hiroshima o nido ukete rakudai - 
fail I TOP ACC twice fail in
shite oru NO DA wa.
SFP
(That is, Yasuoka has sat for the exam of Koochi High 
School and failed in it, and I have sat for the exams of 
Hiroshima High School twice and failed them.)
(Korian, p. 47)
In the literature on Japanese adverbs, Kudoo (1982; p. 83) refers 
to this relation. He points out that TSUMARI appears with the NO DA 
construction in half of the sentences which he gathered. As seen in 
Table 2, in my examples YOOSURUNI occurs with the NO DA construction in 
about half the cases.
On the other hand, in the study of the NO DA construction, the 
same fact is pointed out. Words like YOOSURUNI and KEKKYOKU, i.e., 
those which summarize or paraphrase what has been said, appear quite 
often in this construction.
Before considering the relation between the NO DA construction 
and these words, we will consider the functions of NO DA briefly in the 
following sub-section. Then we will consider the occurrence of the four 
words in the NO DA construction.
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3.1 A Brief Survey of the Function of the NO DA Construction.
Grammatically, NO DA consists of a sentential complementizer, NO, 
which functions as nominalizing the whole proposition preceding i t ,  and 
of a copula, DA.
Many linguists have studied the basic functions of NO DA, and 
presented various theories about those functions. I t  is outside the 
scope of this section to examine each of these theories in detail or to 
fu l ly  define the function of the NO DA construction. Kunihiro (1984) 
presents a b r ie f but well-arranged survey of previous theories which we 
w ill  outline here.
At the beginning, he enumerates the meanings of NO DA as follows: 
the explanation on some ground, the presentation of reasons, 
reco llection , double judgement, and emphasis.
Then he divides the theories which search for the basic function 
of NO DA into four groups as follows.
(A) Explanation: the linguists supporting this theory consider 
i ts  basic function to be explanatory. " I t  indicates some explanation, 
either of what was said or done, or w il l  be said or done, and as such 
always suggests some context or situation" (Alfonso, 1966: p. 405).
(48) doko e iku N DESU ka.
where LOC go Q
(Where are you going?)
(Kuno; 1973: p. 225, Teramura; 1984: p. 309)
Kuno (1973) and Teramura (1984) agree that the speaker of example (48),  
realiz ing that the addressee is going out, asks him for an explanation 
of why he is going out.
However, Kunihiro points out that supporters of this theory 
cannot explain the following sentence.
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(49) shukketsu no henji ga k ite  ina i kedo,
attendance o f rep ly  NOM come PERF NEG though
kare shusseki suru N DESU ka. 
he attend Q
(The n o tif ic a t io n  o f attendance has not yet come from him, 
but is  he going to attend?)
This question is  asked o f one secretary to  a meeting by another
secretary when they are checking le t te rs  which give n o t if ic a t io n  o f
attendance at the meeting. C lea rly , one cannot account fo r  the use o f 
NO DA in th is  sentence in terms o f 'e xp la n a tio n '. For here is  a
s itu a tio n  in which the lack o f a n o t if ic a t io n  o f attendance is  offered 
as the reason fo r  a question about whether someone is  going to attend. 
The log ic  o f th is  reason, or 'e xp la n a tio n ', is  based on the premise tha t 
a person w i l l  not send n o t if ic a t io n  i f  he is  going to attend the
meeting, which c le a rly  does not make sense.
(B) O b je c tif ic a tio n  (Kyakutaika): the supporters o f th is  theory
considers NO DA can be decomposed in to  two components, NO and DA. NO, 
by nomalizing the proposition preceding i t ,  o b je c t if ie s  the speaker's 
judgement and keeps the judgement apart from the speaker's
s u b je c tiv ity . DA gives the a ffirm a tiv e  judgement w ith regard to the
proposition .
Kunihiro includes th is  meaning o f NO DA in his own
categoriza tion  o f i t s  func tios .
(C) Known inform ation: This theory about NO DA is  espoused by
McGloin (1984). She claims tha t the basic function  o f NO DA is  to 
present inform ation as known. This known inform ation is  not lim ite d  to 
the speaker's knowledge. By using NO DA, i t  is  possible to present 
inform ation which belongs e ith e r to the speaker or the addressee as i f  
i t  is  shared inform ation.
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(50) Kinoo Tanaka-san ni atta  N DESU ka.
yesterday Mr Tanaka meet PAST Q
(Did you meet Mr Tanaka yesterday?)
The speaker of example (50) presumes that the addressee met Mr. Tanaka 
yesterday and asks whether his presumption is right or not. So, the 
knowledge that the addressee met Mr Tanaka yesterday is presented as 
information shared by both speaker and addressee.
However, Kunihiro points out that McGloin's explanation does not 
cope well with the following example.
(51) watashi wa koo yuu keiken ga aru
I TOP such experience NOM have
N DESU yo. I ta r ia  e iku deshoo.
SFP I t a ly  LOC go
Ita r ia  no doko e i t t e  mo
GEN everywhere LOC go even i f
hoogen o shabette iru N DESU yo. 
dialects ACC speak STAT SFP
( I  had such an experience. I went to I t a ly ,  you see, and 
whichever part of I ta ly  I went to , they were speaking 
d iffe ren t d ia lects .)
McGloin's explanation of this example would be that NO DESU functions to 
present what is unknown to the addressee as i f  i t  were known to 
him/her. In this situation however, the addressee c learly  does not know 
about the information of which the speaker te l ls  him/her. Thus, 
Kunihiro claims, this explanation is unnatural.
(D) Established proposition (Kisei kanren meidai): This is the
standpoint which Kunihiro himself agrees with. NO DA functions to 
present, on the basis of an existing s ituation, the proposition which is 
related to that situation as an established proposition. An established 
proposition does not necessarily belong to the past. I t  can also be an
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established plan for the future. The important point is that a 
proposition is always related to an existing situation. In this case 
the 'established proposition1 explanation covers the one by 
"objectification" as mentioned before.
The importance of the relation to an existing situation can be 
seen in the following examples. Example (52) can be asked by a person 
when, for example, they happen upon somebody who has just had an 
accident and is bleeding.
(52) doo shita N DESU ka.
what do PAST Q
(What is the matter? or what happened?)
The use of NO DA in (52) is related to the present situation, implying 
that the addressee is in a bad condition, i . e . ,  bleeding. On the other 
hand, when meeting a patient in a consulting room, a doctor would never 
use sentence (52), but will say something like:
(53) doo shimashita ka.
what do PAST Q
(What happened?)
Patients go to a doctor when they have something wrong with
them. This is the assumption underlying the roles of doctor and
patient. When doctors meet patients in their consulting rooms, they 
need not dwell on the fact that something has happened to a patient.
Rather, they must consider how i t  happened or how the present situation 
has developed. Thus consideration of an existing situation can be
omitted and NO DA is usually not used in the f i r s t  meeting of a doctor 
and a patient in a consulting room.
Summarizing what Kunihiro claims, we can describe the meaning of 
NO DA by using components as follows:
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(a) I am thinking about the present.
(b) In saying X, I am talking about something rela t ing to the 
present.
(c) I assume you will understand why I say X now.
(X: proposition)
I t  is very effect ive  to use components such as these to describe the 
function of NO DA. One can see that  some of these components are common 
to ,  or at  l eas t  a part  of,  the explanations of the four d ifferent  
approaches to the NO DA construction mentioned so far .  'Something 
rela ting to the p resen t ' ,  shown in component (b),  can be 'something you 
know about' in a certain  context. Thus th is  sense is shared with 
McGloin's explanation.
We have examined those sentences whose speech acts are an order 
or a command with the NO DA construction in section 2. The reason why 
the sentences with the NO DA construction can have the meaning of an 
order or a command is related to the semantic components which have been 
presented above. The NO DA function regards a proposition as
established.  When th is  proposition is directed towards an addressee, 
the l a t t e r  is not given any room for h is /her  own judgement or for 
his/her  own choice and is forced to accept the speaker's proposition. 
Thus sentences with the NO DA construction can have the meaning of an 
absolute order, as do example sentences (54) and (55) below:
(54) damatte iu toori ni
without saying anything as I t e l l  you
yatte  ireba i i  NO DESU. 
do STAT COND enough
(That's enough for you to do, ju s t  following what I t e l l  
you, without saying anything.)
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(55) hayaku nigeru NO DA.
quickly run away
(Run away, quickly!)
(Morita: 1983: p. 134)
3.2 The Relation of these Words with NO DA.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, these words 
frequently appear in the NO DA construction. Yamaguchi (1975; pp. 
18-19) points out the following fact: words like  KEKKYOKU, YOOSURUNI,
TSUMARI, hito koto de ieba (in a word), kangen-sureba (in other words), 
iikaereba (in other words), kantan ni ieba (in short), and tettoribayaku 
ieba (in short) commonly appear in the NO DA construction. He 
attributes these occurrences to the meaning of NO DA. According to him, 
NO DA functions to describe the outcome of a certain situation or 
phenomenon, so i t  is natural that the words listed above occur in the 
NO DA construction. Thus, the NO DA construction shares a meaning that 
is common to these four words, namely that of referring back to known 
information.
Yamaguchi calls the coocurrence of these words with NO DA "kooo 
(concord)". This kind of concord does not always occur within one 
sentence. Quite often words such as KEKKYOKU and YOOSURUNI are in
concord with NO DA across sentence boundaries . One of the examples
which he gives consists of three complex sentences. In the following
example, TSUMARI is in concord with NO DA of the second sentence.
(56) TSUMARI "saite iru" wa "iru" no isshu
bloom PROG TOP being GEN kind
de wa nai. bunpooteki ni wa "saite" wa "iru"
COP NEG grammatically TOP
ni juuzoku-shite iru NO DA.
to be subordinate PROG
(That is , "saite iru" is not a kind of "iru". 
Grammatically, "saite" is subordinate to " iru " .)
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As seen in the components of NO DA given in the previous sub-section, 
NO DA often refers back to something in the discourse; that is ,  i t  
refers to something the addressee knows about or has a clue to. Thus 
the existence of NO DA can make the link to a thematic part of the 
discourse clearer. The words treated here are a l l  ones which refer to 
the preceding part. Thus when these words appear in the NO DA 
construction, the link to the preceding parts in the discourse is made 
clearer than in the predicate construction without NO DA.
Koyano (1981), on the basis of observations by Yamaguchi (1975), 
claims that i t  is necessary to analyse KEKKYOKU, YOOSURUNI, TSUMARI, 
etc. on the level of discourse analysis. He gives two reasons for this  
claim. One is ,  as Yamaugchi argued, that these kinds of words are in 
concord with NO DA across sentence boundaries. Adverbs such as KEKKYOKU 
indicate that the ir  subsequent part is rheme, and a rheme end is marked 
by NO.
In the following example, KEKKYOKU at the beginning is in concord 
with NO DE ARU at the end.
(57) KEKKYOKU hitokuchi ni ieba, takusan-no geijutsu
in a word lots of arts
no shurui no naka de sanbun geijutsu wa, sugu 
of kind among prose arts TOP immediately
jinse i no tonari ni aru mono de aru.
l i f e  GEN next LOC be PRES thing COP PRES
migi - donari ni wa shi, b iju tsu, ongaku 
right neighbour LOC TOP poetry a rt  music
to iu yoo ni iro iro  no geijutsu ga narande iru  
l ike  various arts NOM line  up STAT
ga, hidari-donari wa sugu jinsei
though l e f t  neighbour TOP immediately l i f e
de aru. soshite jinsei no sugu tonari
COP and l i f e  neighbour
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to iu koto ga ninshiki - busoku no
QUOT fac t  NOM understanding lack
bigakusha nado ni iwaseru to soreyue
aesthetic ian such as DAT say CAUS COND therefore
sanbun geijutsu wa geijutsu to shite mottomo
prose a r t TOP ar ts  as the most
fujun-na mono de aru yooni kaishaku suru ga,
impure thing COP as i f  in te rp re t  PRES though
shikashi j insei to sugu tonariawase da to
however l i f e adjoining COP QUOT
iu tokoro n i ,  sanbun-geijutsu no ichi ban
say point LOC prose a r t  GEN best
junsui no tokushoku ga aru no de a t te
pure charac te r is t ics  NOM ex is t  comp COPGER
sore wa fujun demo nandemo n a i ,
i t  TOP impure e i ther  anything NEG
sooiu shurui no mono de a r i , sore igai no
such kind thing COP GER i t  except
mono de nai to iu junsuisa o motte-iru
thing COP NEG QUOT say pureness ACC have STAT
mono na NO DE ARU.
COMP COP
(In a word, among many kinds of a r t s ,  prose a r t  exis ts
immediately next to l i f e .  On i t s  r igh t ,  various a r ts  such 
as poetry, a r t  and music are lined up, and on i t s  l e f t
side, l i f e  ex is ts  very close. - and in fac t  that  prose a r t  
ex is ts  immediately next to l i f e  makes aesthetic ians who
lack understanding in te rp re t  that  prose a r t  as the most 
impure among a r t s  because of th is  fac t .  However, the
purity of prose a r t  l ie s  in the very fac t  of i t ' s
closeness to l i f e .  I t  is neither  impure nor anything
e lse ,  and therein l ie s  i t s  pur i ty .)
(Yamaguchi, p. 19)
Between KEKKYOKU and the NO DA version, there are two sentence 
boundaries, and seven clause boundaries of types more complex than mere 
juxtaposi t ion. I f  these sentences which const i tu te  a rheme part are 
s t ruc tu ra l ly  uniform, i t  does not lend much support to the argument for
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discourse analysis of these words. "Structurally uniform" here means a 
rheme consisting of a sequence of simple sentences in juxtaposed 
re la tion . So in this case, from the point of view of quantity or number 
of sentences, the concord exists across sentence boundaries, but from 
the point view of grammatical structure, i t  can be regarded as existing  
in a long sentence. However, the sentences between adverbs such as 
KEKKYOKU and NO DA are not always uniform.
The second reason is based on the common meaning of these words. 
They need the existence of previous sentences whose content is similar 
to that of sentences subsequent to these words. The subsequent 
sentences marked by these words paraphrase, summarize or state the ir  
previous content from a d ifferent point of view. In this respect, the 
subsequent sentences describe what has been mentioned in the previous 
sentences, that is a theme part. The re lation of theme-rheme exists 
across the two types of sentences which function d if fe re n t ly .  Thus 
these words should be analyzed on the discourse leve l.
4^ ______ Movability of the four words.
4.0 A General Account
This section is concerned with the possible positions in which 
the four words can occur, that is we w ill  look at the movability of 
these words within the sentence. In 4 .1 , we w il l  examine the ir  
movability within simple sentences, and in 4.2 within complex or 
compound sentences. Although adverbs in Japanese have fa i r ly  free word 
order compared to other grammatical classes of words, there does exist 
an ordering of constituents that is considered to be normal or natural. 
This is why i t  is important to consider the movability of these words.
In Japanese, modifiers normally precede the modified. Thus
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adjectives which modify nouns are ordered before nouns, and adverbs 
which modify verbs are ordered before verbs. For example:
(58) hayaku hashiru
quickly run
(To run quickly)
On the other hand, in Japanese all the major independent constituents 
can move freely within the same clause. For example, the following two 
sentences are both natural although their emphases differ.
(59) sensei wa hayaku aruita.
teacher TOP quickly walk PAST
(The teacher walked fast .)
(60) hayaku sensei wa aruita.
(Fast the teacher walked.)
However, the four words dealt with in this thesis are considered to be 
modifying sentences, not verbs, so their movability is different from 
that of those adverbs which modify verbs only. In the following 
sub-sections, we will consider the movability of these four words.
4.1 Movability in simple sentences.
A simple sentence here means a sentence with only one predicate. 
Movability within simple sentences is the same for each of the four 
words. They can all appear either before the topic or the subject 
( i . e . ,  at the beginning of a sentence), after the topic or the subject, 
or before the verb. In the following examples, we call the place before 
the topic or the subject (A), the place after the topic (B), and the 
place before the verb (C). Without changing the meaning of the
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sentence, KEKKYOKU, TSUMARI, YOOSURUNI and SUNAWACHI in examples (61),
(62), (63) and (64) can be moved from the sentence initial position (A) 
to either (B) or (C).
(61) KEKKYOKU sore wa (B) dare ni mo (C)
(A) it TOP to anybody
wakaranakatta. 
understand NEG PAST
(It remained a mystery to everybody, after all.)
(62) TSUMARI kimi wa (B) nani ga (C) ii-tai 
(A) you TOP what NOM say DES
n da ne.
COMP COP SFP
(In other words, what do you want to say?)
(Nihongo Kyooiku Jiten, p. 361)
(63) YOOSURUNI boku wa (B) mura no nakama 
(A) I TOP village GEN mate
to shite minna ni mitomerarete kita
as everybody by accept PASS
wake de aru.
COP
(Ultimately I was a friend of the village, accepted by 
everyone.)
(Yuta, p. 138)
(64) SUNAWACHI tsuarizumu o yurusanai kuni ga
(A) tourism ACC permit NEG nation NOM
(B) minshushugi koku ni (C) takusan *(C‘) 
democratic nation LOC many
arimasu. 
be POL
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(Among democratic nations there  are many countries  which 
do not permit tourism)
(C h itek i Taioo, p. 174)
The anomalous nature o f ( C )  in example (64) w i l l  be explained in the 
fo llo w in g  d iscussion, together with o ther examples.
The four words cannot appear between a word and a copula. In the 
examples below, they can be moved in to  (B) but not in to  (C ) ,  because a 
word + copula can c o n s t i tu te  one p red ica te  and nothing can separate  
them.
(65) KEKKYOKU sono uwasa wa (B) j i j i tsu m u ko n  * (C )  
(A) the rumour TOP groundlessness
d a tta .
COP PAST
(The rumour turned out to be f a l s e . )
(66) TSUMARI hatake no tanpakushitsu to wa (B) daizu  
(A) f i e l d  GEN p ro te in  TOP soybean
no koto * (C )  da.
COP
("P ro te in  o f the f i e ld "  means soybeans.)
(M o rita  -  1, p. 306)
(67) (A) nani ka o oboete iku toka gakushuu-shite iku
something ACC acqu ir ing  learn ing
to iu koto wa Y00SURUNI purosesu * (C )  desu.
QUOT task TOP (B) process COP POL
(The task o f acquiring something or lea rn in g  something is  
a process a f t e r  a l l . )
(68) (A) sore ga SUNAWACHI shoogun sono h ito  * (C)
i t  NOM ( ß) general the person
de a t t a .  
COP PAST
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( I t  was the general himself.)
(Kenkyuusha.)
Moreover, i f  the sentence which contains one of the four words 
has any other adverbs, the movability of the four is affected by the 
existence of the l a t t e r .  As Noda (1984: p.80) points out, these words 
cannot occur a f t e r  other adverbs which modify verbs, as can be seen in 
the examples below. In example (69), the adverb "hayaku (early)" 
modifies the verb "neta (went to bed)". I f  KEKKYOKU is moved a f te r  
t h i s ,  then the sentence becomes anomalous as in (69) b.
a. kare wa KEKKYOKU hayaku neta.
he TOP early go to bed PAST
*b. kare wa hayaku KEKKYOKU neta.
(In the end, he went to be ea r ly . )
(70)
(
a.
*b.
TSUMARI hon ga yoku yometa.
book a lot  read POT PAST
hon ga yoku TSUMARI yometa.
(That i s ,  I used to be able to read books a l o t . )
(Chiteki Taioo, pp. 25-6)
Y00SURUNI kare wa hayaku kaeri takat ta
he TOP early go home DES PAST
no de aru.
COMP COP
kare wa hayaku Y00SURUNI kaeri takat ta  no de aru.
(After a l l ,  he wanted to go home as soon as 
p o ss ib le . )
(72) = (64)
/ a. SUNAWACHI tsuarizumu o yurusanai kuni ga 
I minshushugikoku ni takusan arimasu.
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j^*b. tsuarizumu o yurusanai kuni ga minshushugikoku ni
takusan SUNAWACHI arimasu. 
many
(Among democratic nations there are many countries 
which do not permit tourism.)
The word TSUMARI can also be used to summarize a phrase, as in 
the following examples. In these cases, TSUMARI cannot move into any 
other position .
(73) benkyoo ni hitsuyoo na mono, TSUMARI j isho . . .  
studying DAT necessary thing d ictionary
(The thing which is necessary fo r  studying, that is ,  a 
d ic t io n a ry . . . )
(74) son-na n ichijoo yoku aru genshoo mo sukoshi
such usually often be phenomenon also a l i t t l e
ro n r itek i ni TSUMARI kagakuteki ni toraerareru.  
lo g ic a l ly  s c ie n t i f ic a l ly  grasp POT
(Such a common phenomenon can also be grasped through 
logic to some extent, tha t is s c ie n t i f i c a l ly . )
(Kokoro, p.15)
This use of TSUMARI to summarize or re -s ta te  a phrase is also possible 
with SUNAWACHI and Y00SURUNI but not with KEKKYOKU.
4.2 Compound and Complex Sentences.
In th is  section we consider the sentences which consist of more 
than two clauses without d i f fe re n t ia t in g  those in which the two clauses 
are equally connected grammatically from those which consist of a main 
clause and a subordinate clause. Thus the sentence type which is to be 
considered here may be represented as:
SI - connective p a r t ic le  -  S2
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The questions being asked about the movability of these four 
words are whether the word which appears at the beginning of SI can be 
moved to the beginning of S2, and whether the word which appears at the 
beginning of S2 can be moved to the beginning of SI.
A connective particle in Japanese grammar is defined as follows:
yoogen oyobi yoogen ni junzuru goshi ni tsuite sintagumatikku-na 
kankei o joosetsu no meidai (sootoo) ni fuyoshi, sore to kasetsu 
no meidai to musubitsukeru.
(Nihongo Kyooiku Jiten, p.152)
(a connective particle) follows "yoogen" (declinable words), or 
what is equivalent to "yoogen" attributes a syntagmatic relation 
to a precedent proposition and connects i t  to a subsequent 
proposition (My translation).
The movability of these four words is related to their syntactic 
behaviour within SI, that is ,  whether or not they can appear in a 
proposition which is defined as precedent and followed by a connective 
particle as in the definition above. Adverbs which can appear in SI are 
restricted according to the kind of connective particles which can 
follow them. For example, "tabun (perhaps)" can appear in SI followed 
by "keredo (although)" but not in SI followed by "node (because)".
Minami (1974) examines the structure of a precedent proposition 
followed by a connective particle. He divides these sort of 
propositions into three types according to the kinds of words which can 
or cannot appear within them. Table 3 is a part of Minami's table 
showing the occurrence of the kinds of adverbs inside SI.
The top row indicates the kinds of particles which follow SI, and 
the le f t  column indicates the kinds of constituents which might appear 
inside SI. Although Minami's analysis is more detailed, we have omitted 
all the constituents except adverbs. However, i t  is s t i l l  possible to
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Table 3
,the kinds
cons t ituen ts
o f SI
adverbs o f 
s ta te
e.g . yukkuri
(s low ly )
tantan
(monotonously)
adverbs o f 
degree 
e.g. totemo 
(very) 
hana hada
(enormously)
f  j i t s u n i
(indeed)
tonikaku
(anyhow)
^  yahari
( a f te r  al 1)
f  osoraku
(maybe)
tabun
(perhaps)
masaka
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distinguish three types from each other. "+" indicates that a certain 
constituent in the left column can appear in SI followed by a connective 
particle in the top row. indicates the impossibility of the
existence of the constituent inside SI.
We will now examine the movability of the four words, basing our 
analysis on this table. But first we must look at those features by 
which the connective particles are classed into groups A, B and C. 
Those in 'A' group indicate that the action or state expressed by the 
predicate in SI continues through S2. Those in 'B ' group imply 
conditional meaning, reason or cause, and can indicate action or state 
sequential or parallel to that of S2.
For instance, in example (75) the actions of SI and S2 are 
sequential, but the actions are parallel in (76). The examples are from 
Minami (p.123).
(75) to o batan-to shime te dete itta.
door ACC slam a door GER go out PAST
(He went out slamming the door.)
(76) mazu enjin o tome tugi ni saido-bureeki
first engine ACC stop GER next side brake
o kakeru.
ACC put on.
(First, stop the engine. Then put on the hand brake.)
In (75), slamming the door and going out happen at the same time, so 
this is parallel. On the other hand, (76) is sequential as engaging the 
brake occurs after stopping the engine. 1C  group are basically the 
simple connectives 'and' and 'but' although 'kara' implies a causal 
conjunctive relation. As shown in Table 3, "since" appears both in "B"
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and "C" groups - "node" and "kara". I t  is necessary for us to look at 
the difference between them here, as this difference is also related to 
the differences between groups, (A), (B) and (C).
The basic difference between "node" and "kara" is the
subjectivity of the speaker. "Node" connects SI to S2 objectively while 
"kara" connects SI to S2 subjectively. That is ,  "node" is used when the 
speaker says something on the basis of his subjectivity such as 
intention, conjecture, request, etc.
(77) osokunatta kara isogoo.
being late PAST make haste l e t ' s
(Since we are la te,  l e t ' s  hurry.)
(78) kono tokei wa seikaku na node
this watch TOP keeping good time COP
ki ni i t te  iru.
be pleased with STAT
(Since this watch keeps good time, I like i t . )
In the following example, as "onegai-da" is very subjective and the 
whole sentence is a command, "node" cannot be used.
(79) onegai da kara yamete kure.
wish COP stop
*(80) onegai na node yamete kure.
COP
The different shades of subjectivity in the examples above is related to 
the degree of subjectivity of these three groups from "A" to "C". 
Minami (p. 133) says that the elements of "C" group are closer to the 
modus and that those of "A" are closer to the dictum.
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With regard to movability, we can view it in the following way. 
If a certain adverb cannot appear inside SI, then the meaning does not 
change before and after it is moved to the beginning of S2. Otherwise 
it does not make any sense after the movement. Using the same example
tabun (perhaps)":
(81) r ?a. tabun kare wa Tokyo ni i ku node
perhaps he TOP LOC go since
5 shusseki dekimasen.
attend can NEG
V b. kare wa Tokyo ni iku node tabun shusseki
dekimasen •
(Perhaps, 
attend.)
as he is going to Tokyo, he cannot
As the adverb "tabun" cannot appear in SI followed by a connective 
particle "node", (81a) is somewhat strange, just because the modifier 
and modified are too far apart. One might say that (81a) is not an 
ungrammatical sentence and is still interpretable. However, (81a), if 
it is interpreted, is interpreted in the same way as (81b).
On the other hand, in the case where "tabun" can appear in SI, 
that is where "tabun" has SI within its scope, the meaning of the 
sentence changes after its movement to the beginning of S2. For 
example, in the following sentences, (82a) and (82b), its meaning
differs when "tabun" appears in the two different environments.
(82) r a. tabun kare wa Tokyo ni iku keredo shusseki
V
perhaps he TOP LOC go although attend
dekimasen.
can NEG
b. kare wa Tokyo ni iku keredo tabun shusseki 
dekimasen.
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(82a) can be interpreted in the same way as in (82'a) and (82b) as in 
(82'b). Thus the meanings differ from each other.
(82)1( a. Perhaps he will go to Tokyo, but he cannot attend.
[ b. He will go to Tokyo, but perhaps he cannot attend.
Let us look in the next sub-section at with which particle each 
of these four words can cooccur.
4.2.1 KEKKYOKU
KEKKYOKU can appear in SI followed by 1B 1 and 'C  group particles 
but not by 'A'. Thus, the meaning of a sentence changes if KEKKYOKU is 
moved from SI to S2 in the sentences (83) and (84) but not in (85). 
Example (83) contains a connective particle from 'C 1 group, "ga".
(83) r a.
<
KEKKYOKU 12 jikan nemutta ga mata 
hours sleep PAST but again
hirune o shite-shimatta. 
take a nap COMPL PAST
(I took a nap, even though I had already slept 12 
hours.)
^ b. 12 jikan nemutta ga KEKKYOKU mata hirune o 
shite-shimatta.
(I ended up taking a nap, even though I had slept 
for 12 hours.)
If KEKKYOKU in (83a) is moved as in (83b), the meaning changes. In 
(83a), the speaker's sleep might have been interrupted or might have 
been longer than expected. The speaker means by KEKKYOKU that the total 
period of this sleep was twelve hours. On the other hand, in (83b) the 
speaker slept for twelve hours so that he would not need a nap. 
However, contrary to his or her intention, the speaker took a nap
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again. Thus the modified parts are different.
This kind of difference arises when KEKKYOKU occurs in a sentence 
containing a connective particle from 'B1 group.
(84) ' a.
b.
KEKKYOKU ame ga futte, undookai
rain NOM fall 6ER athletic meeting
wa chuushi ni natte shimatta.
TOP be rained out COMPL
(It rained after all, so the athletic meeting was 
"rained out", (cancelled))
ame ga futte, KEKKYOKU undookai wa chuushi 
ni natte shimatta.
(As it rained, the athletic meeting was finally 
cancelled.)
In (84a), the speaker has already expected the possibility of rain. On 
the other hand, in (84b), there is no such expectation. But in the 
latter case, there had been a possibility that the athletic meeting 
would be suspended for other reasons, for example lack of a suitable 
venue or sufficient money. In spite of such potential problems, the 
athletic meeting was to be held. But as it rained, the outcome was the 
same anyway.
Unlike the examples above, when KEKKYOKU occurs with a connective 
particle from ‘A 1 group, the meaning does not change according to its 
location. Thus (85) a. and b. are interpreted in the same way.
(85) r a. KEKKYOKU shokuji o shi - nagara kono tsugi 
have a meal while next
no kaigoo no soodan o shita.
GEN meeting of talk over PAST
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1 b. shokuji o shinagara KEKKYOKU kono tsugi no 
V. kaigoo no soodan o shita
(While having a meal, we talked about the next 
meeting.)
4 .2 .2  TSUMARI, YOOSURUNI and SUNAWACHI
These three words can cooccur with pa rt ic les  of group 'C' but not 
with those of 'A' or 'B1. F i r s t ly ,  l e t  us look at the examples where 
'A' group part ic les  appear. In these examples, a. and b. have the same 
meaning. Examples (8 6 ) ,  (87) and (88) contain a p a r t ic le  of 'A' group, 
"nagara" ( w h i le . . . )  in each case. In these examples, even where 
TSUMARI, YOOSURUNI and SUNAWACHI are moved from the beginning of SI to 
the beginning of S2, the meaning does not change.
( 86 ) a.
V
b.
TSUMARI fu j in  wa naki-nagara sono shigoto 
woman TOP cry-while the work
o shi -  te i t a  wake desu.
ACC do STAT PAST COP POL
fu j in  wa nakinagara TSUMARI sono shigoto o 
shite i ta  wake desu.
( In  short, the woman was doing that job while 
cry ing .)
(87) a. YOOSURUNI tabako o nominagara hanashi o 
smoke while ta lk  ACC
k i i t e  -  i ta  wake de aru.
l is te n  to STAT PAST COP
tabako o nominagara YOOSURUNI hanashi o 
k i i t e - i t a  wake de aru.
( In  short, he was l is ten in g  to the story while 
smoking.)
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(88) r
y
a.
V b.
SUNAWACHI hikooki wa senkai shi - nagara 
airplane TOP revolve while
kyuukooka-shite itta no de aru. 
nose dive make PAST COMP COP
hikooki wa senkai shi-nagara, SUNAWACHI 
kyuukooka shite itta no de aru.
(That is, the airplane had made a nose dive while 
banking.)
The following examples (89), (90) and (91) include a particle 
from 'B1 group. Also in them, examples a. and b. have the same meaning.
(89) TSUMARI soko e ikeba, subete ga 
there LOC go COND all NOM
wakarimasu. 
know POL
soko e ikeba TSUMARI subete ga wakarimasu.
(That is, if you go there you will know
everything.)
(90) a.
<
Y00SURUNI kashita kane ga modotte kur-
lent money NOM return come
eba, monku wa nai n da.
COND complaint TOP have no COMP COP
kashita kane ga modotte kureba Y00SURUNI 
monku wa nai n da.
(In a word, I won't complain if the money which I lent is returned to me.)
(Nihongo Kyooiku Jiten, p. 361)
(91) / a. SUNAWACHI oobosha mo nakatta node 
applicant too have no PAST since
kaikoo o toriyameta no de aru.
begin a lecture ACC stop PAST COMP COP
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I b. oobosha mo nakatta node SUNAWACHI kaikoo 
\  o toriyameta no de aru.
(Since there were no applicants, the series of 
lectures was called  o f f . )
However, the meaning changes a f te r  the movement when a sentence 
includes a p a r t ic le  from ' C  group.
(92) a.
b.
to iu koto wa, köre wa TSUMARI zenkoo sei to 
consequently th is  TOP a l l  the school
students
no yookyuu de aru kara s h ite ,  3 j i  
GEN request COP since o'clock
ni nattara jugyoo wa i c h i j i  chuudan
become-COND class TOP once have a
suru koto ni suru. 
break make.
(Consequently, since th is  is  the request of a l l  the 
students, we've decided to have a break at 3 
o 'c lo c k . )
to iu koto wa, kore wa zenkoo sei to no yookyuu de 
aru karashite , TSUMARI 3 j i  ni nattara jugyoo wa 
i c h i j i  chuudan suru koto ni suru.
(Consequently, as th is  is the request of a l l  the 
students, in short we've decided to have a break at 
3 o 'c lo c k . )
In (92a), as a summary of what has been said so f a r ,  the speaker says 
that i t  is the request of a l l  the students. On the other hand, in 
(92b), the speaker has omitted de ta i ls  by saying TSUMARI and giving  
th e ir  decision.
In the following case, i f  Y00SURUNI is moved from the beginning 
of SI to the beginning of S2. I t  does not make any sense.
(93) a. ...Y00SURUNI ga-gyoo-on wa gotoo
ga-1ine-sound TOP the beginning 
of words
de wa g no haretsuon de hatsuon-sareru 
LOC TOP of plosive INST pronounce PASS
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ga, ' a ki ga ' no 'g a ' , 'uguisu' no
but f a l l NOM GEN nightingale GEN
'gu' no yooni gotoo igai no toki wa hana ni
l ik e except case TOP nose
kakaru 5 de hatsuon-sareru.
a f fe c t
(Fuukei, p. 184)
ga-gyoo-on wa gotoo de wa g no haretsu-on de 
hatsuon-sareru ga, YOOSURUNI ' a ki ga1 no ' ga1
'uguisu' no 'gu' no yoo ni gotoo igai no toki wa 
hana ni kakaru de hatsuon-sareru.
( In  short, g a - l ine  sounds are pronounced as plosive  
1 g ' at the beginning of a word, but in the cases 
such as 'ga' of ' a ki ga1 and 'gu' of 'ugu isu ', (g 
sound is )  pronounced as naza lized .)
In the following case, the meaning changes a f te r  the movement.
(94) f  a.
{
SUNAWACHI waga sha wa kono ten ni o ite
our company TOP th is  respect in
A-sha yori sugurete iru  ga, tsugi no
than be superior to but following GEN
ten ni o ite  o to tte  iru  no de aru. 
point in be in fe r io r  to COMP COP
That is ,  our company is superior to A company in 
th is  respect, but in fe r io r  in the following way.)
b. wagasha wa kono ten ni o ite  A sha yori sugurete iru  
ga, SUNAWACHI tsugi no ten ni o ite  o to tte  iru  no de 
aru.
(Our company is superior to A company in th is  
respect, but in fe r io r  in the following way.)
In (94a), the fa c t  that some in fe r io r  aspect ex ists  in our company has 
not been mentioned beforehand. However in (94b), that point has already  
been made. i . e . ,  the comparison with A company has been made in a 
previous statement.
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4 .3  Summary
In simple sentences (sub-section  4 . 1 ) ,  the m o v ab il i ty  o f the four  
words is  the same. I f  they appear a t  the beginning o f the sentence, 
they can be moved e i t h e r ,  to a f t e r  the top ic  or the su b jec t,  or to  
immediately before the verb , w ithout changing the sentence's meaning. 
Thus they can be placed r e la t i v e l y  f r e e ly  except in some r e s t r ic te d  
cases where o th er adverbs appear in the same sentence.
However, in  complex sentences (sub-section  4 . 2 ) ,  KEKKYOKU is  more 
r e s t r ic te d  than the other three words. F i t t in g  these words in to  
Minami's m atr ix  a llows us to develop the fo l lo w in g  ta b le .
Table 4
the kinds
te3 ( ju x ta ­
p o s it io n )
keredo (bu t)
te l  ( ing) te2 (cause or 
reason)
tsutsu
( w h i l e . . . )
kara (as)node (s in ce )  
e tc .
nagara
( w h i l e . . . )
KEKKYOKU
TSUMARI
YOOSURUNI
SUNAWACHI
KEKKYOKU can appear with p a r t ic le s  from both 1B1 and 1C  groups. I f  i t  
appears w ith one o f  these p a r t ic le s ,  the meaning changes a f t e r  the 
movement from a place before the p a r t ic le s  to a place a f t e r  i t .
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Unlike KEKKYOKU, TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI cannot appear in a 
propos ition  fo llowed by p a r t ic le s  from ' B1 group. They can move from
S I ,  fo llowed by p a r t ic le s  from 'A' and 'B 1 groups, to a pos it ion  
fo l lo w in g  S2.
jj .______Occurrence in negative sentences
I t  has been pointed out th a t  sentence adverb ia ls  are not included  
in the scope o f negatives . (Greenbaum; 1969: p. 20, Sawada; 1978: 
p.21) In the fo l lo w in g  sentences, the words KEKKYOKU, TSUMARI, 
SUNAWACHI and YOOSURUNI are outs ide the scope o f the n egative , i . e . ,  
these fo u r words are not denied by the NEG element.
(95) KEKKYOKU kare wa dete konakatta.
he TOP come out NEG PAST
(A f te r  a l l ,  he did not come.)
(96) TSUMARI kare wa p a a t i i  ni deru no ga
he TOP p arty  LOC attend COMP NOM
iya d a tta  no de wa n a i .
u n w il l in g  COP PAST NOM COP NEG
( In  o ther words, he was not u n w ill in g  to attend the p a r ty . )
(97) SUNAWACHI kare wa jookyoo ga wakaranakatta.
he TOP s i tu a t io n  NOM understand NEG PAST
(That i s ,  he could not understand the s i t u a t io n . )
(98 ) YOOSURUNI sore wa kare no wagamama de
th a t  TOP he GEN se lf ishness  COP
wa n aka tta .
NEG PAST
( In  s h o rt ,  th a t  was not his s e l f is h n e s s .)
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Greenbaum (1969: pp. 20-1) and Sawada (1978: p.22) point out that 
it can be tested whether or not an adverb can be the focus of a negative 
by making an alternative negation sentence with the adverb. With these 
four words, an alternative negation cannot be made.
(99)
V
KEKKYOKU
TSUMARI
SUNAWACHI
Y00SURUNI
kare wa konakatta no de wa naku, 
he TOP come NEG COMP COP NEG
kuwashiku ieba konakatta no de aru. 
precisely speaking COMP COP
(After all/ In othe words/That is/In short, it is not the 
case that he did not come, but precisely speaking he did not 
co m e . )
Thus these four words are not included in the scope of a negative.
_ _ _ _ _ Sentential pronominalization
Sawada (1978:p .23) points out that sentence adverbials are not 
included in the scope of sentential pronominalization. "Sentential 
pronominalization" here roughly corresponds to what Jackendoff (1972: 
p.265) calls "presententialization". That is, it refers to a
construction in which all or part of a sentence is replaced by a 
pro-form such as "it" or "so" in English and "soo" and "sore" in 
Japanese.
In the following example, "that Sally is innocent" is an 
antecedent of "it". That is "that ... innocent" is replaced by "it".
(100) Harry believes [that Sally is innocent] although no one else 
believes it. (Jackendoff; 1972: p.85.)
As far as sentential adverbs are concerned, Schreiber (1971: p. 
85, fn. 5) gives the following example and explains that "that" does not
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include "clearly" in its scope.
( lO l)fa . Clearly, H itler was a madman.
I b. That's false.
(b) denies the fact that H itler was a madman, but not the clearness of 
the assertion.
The four words analysed in this thesis are not exceptions to this 
constraint. In the following examples, "sonna no" or "sore" do not 
refer to the four words but to the rest of the sentences, excluding the 
words.
(102) a. KEKKYOKU kare wa konakatta no sa.
he TOP come NEG PAST SFP
1b. sonna no uso da yo.
that NOM l ie  COP SFP
J a. (He didn't come after a l l , you see.)
lb . (That's a l ie ! )
(103) ' a. TSUMARI sore wa guuzen datta
that TOP coincidence COP PAST
1 iu koto sa.
say fact SFP
U. sore hontoo.
i t true
ja .  ( I  hear that i t  was a coincidence.) 
\b .  (Is that true?)
(104)(a. SUNAWACHI ikanaru seibutsu demo dandan 
I any l i f e  even gradually
toshi o toru. 
year ACC take
1 b. sonna no uso da yo.
|a. (All living things gradually grow old.)
lb. (That's a l i e . )
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(105)/' a. YOOSURUNI kare wa moo nagaku wa
he TOP any more long
ikirarenai to iu koto da.
live  POT NEG QUOT fact COP 
sore hontoo.
a. (In  short, they say that he cannot live  much 
longer.)
k b. (Is  that so?)
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CHAPTER I I I  - NOTES
iGreenbaum (1968) applies tes ts  to adverbs, which are designed to 
determine ce rta in  syntactic  features o f adverbs fo r  the c a ls s if ic a t io n  
o f them. He c la s s if ie s  them in to  three major classes: conjuncts,
d is juncts  and adjuncts. Conjuncts and d is juncts  do not function as 
constituents o f a clause, while adjuncts do function  as constituents o f 
clauses tha t are not sub ject, verb or complement.
He avoids the term "sentence adverbs" or "sentence m odifiers" fo r  
the reason tha t they have been used im precisely and in varying ways. 
However, some groups o f his d is junc ts  roughly correspond to sentence 
adverbs. One o f the tests  fo r  d is tingu ish ing  conjuncts and d is juncts  
from adjuncts is  whether ce rta in  adverbs can be the focus o f clause 
in te rroga tion  or not.
2Kudoo's (1982) work is  a comprehensive study o f Japanese modal 
adverbs.
^Greenbaum (1969: p.94) defines "s ty le  d is jun c ts " as those which 
" in  general express the speaker's a tt itu d e  to what he is  saying, his 
evaluation o f i t ,  or shades o f c e rta in ty  or doubt about i t " .
^See Nakau's analysis which is  presented in CHAPTER I I  o f th is
thesis.
CHAPTER IV
THE SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF THE WORDS
0. Introduction
In the last chapter, we examined in some detail the syntactic 
constraints on these words. In many places, reference was made to the 
meaning of the words, although not in any detail. In this chapter we
will examine the semantic content of these words by comparing examples 
of their various syntactic manifestations.
The chapter consists of four sections. Each word will be analyzed 
in each section, although the organization of each section is not 
uniform. In section 1, KEKKYOKU is less complicated than the other 
words both from the viewpoints of its syntactic manifestations and of
its meaning.
In section 2, TSUMARI, each sub-section is organized according to 
components of meaning. In sections 3 and 4, YOOSURUNI and SUNAWACHI,
sub-sections are organized according to the words' syntactic 
manifestations.
Such organization might give the impression that this chapter aims 
to discover the polysemic nature of the words. However, what we are 
trying to do is to identify what is invariant behind the individual
cases. Thus, semantic formulae are presented as a conclusion at the end 
of each section.
1. KEKKYOKU
1.0 A General Account
As already mentioned in the Introduction (0.) and as will soon be
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seen in the following sections, this word is less complicated than the 
other three words both in i ts  syntactic manifestations and its  meaning. 
S yntactica lly , the other three words can function as paraphrasing an 
NP. However, KEKKYOKU does not share this function. I t  goes without 
saying that this phenomenon is related to the word's meaning. Together 
with this syntactic manifestation (the lack of an NP paraphrasing
function), a sentence starting with KEKKYOKU d iffe rs  in another
important way from sentences starting with the other three words. The 
function of those words is to paraphrase what has already been said. 
This is true for sentences as well as for NP1 s -  in the syntactic
skeleton of "S I.___S2.", the content of S2 re lies  on i ts  preceding
content, SI. However, as the function of KEKKYOKU is to signal a
concluding remark, this kind of re lation between SI and S2 does not
ex is t. So, the function of the other three words is to relate two 
sentences, SI and S2, while KEKKYOKU signals only that the speaker is 
going to present a concluding remark.
Here we describe the syntactic manifestations of this word as
follows. You w ill  soon see why they are described in such a way.
(1) KEKKYOKU B.
(2) A Topic marker KEKKYOKU B Predicate.
In the case of (1 ) ,  "B" sign ifies a sentence. For comparison with the 
other three words, here we use "B" for a sentence following KEKKYOKU. 
"A" is reserved for a sentence which precedes the other three words, 
TSUMARI, YOOSURUNI, and SUNAWACHI, and which is necessary for the 
semantic analysis of those words. In the case of ( 2) ,  "A" and "B" are 
both nouns.
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From the semantic point of view, we have to consider the following 
issue. As we have seen in the section on "Definition in Dictionaries" 
(1.2 in INTRODUCTION), KEKKYOKU is regarded as corresponding to the 
English words "after a l l" ,  "in the end", and "finally". Thus i t  is 
regarded as signalling a conclusion. However, i t  is claimed here that 
this word does a l i t t l e  more than that. More accurately, there are at 
least two different though closely related ways of using i t :  i)one is
doing something at the end and i i)  the other is saying something at the 
end.
The f i r s t  is what one may call "proposition-oriented" use. In
this use, KEKKYOKU is related to what the actor of the sentence does.
Thus in most cases, sentences which contain this kind of use of KEKKYOKU
can be the answer to the question "What happens at the end?" In this 
sense, the use of KEKKYOKU relates to the content of the proposition.
On the other hand, the second case i . e . ,  saying something at the 
end, relates not to the content of the proposition but to the 
participant in the discourse, i . e . ,  the speaker. I t  is related to what 
the speaker says at the end. In this sense, one may call this second 
case "discourse-oriented" use.
In the following discussion, we will consider these two cases in 
more detail . We s tart  with looking at the f i r s t  case - "proposition- 
oriented" use. Then after that we will consider "discourse-oriented" 
use.
1.1 "Proposition-Oriented" Use
Let us look at the following example.
(3) dotchi-no michi o i t te  mo KEKKYOKU
either road ACC go GER even i f
onaji tokoro ni deru. (Kenkyuusha)
the same place to go out
(Either road will lead to the same spot after al l . )
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This example means that  although the roads look quite d i f fe ren t ,  and 
actually are d i f fe ren t  in minor ways, they eventually lead to the same 
place. Thus in th is  example, KEKKYOKU corresponds to "in the end" in 
English. In th is  instance, i t  is not the case that  the speaker of the 
sentence says i t  at  the end. I t  ex is ts  as a fac t  that  e i ther  road leads 
to the same spot. I t  is a fact  and, therefore,  indisputable. The
ultimate s i tua t ion  cannot be changed by any other fac tors .  So in th is  
sense the ultimate s i tuat ion  is not in the control of the speaker.
Let us look a t  another example of the "proposition-oriented" use 
of KEKKYOKU. In the following example (4), de ta i l s  which lead to the
final s i tuat ion are described. F i r s t ,  i t  is shown how the subject of 
the sentence has acted, then the f inal  s i tuat ion is mentioned, u t i l i s in g  
KEKKYOKU.
The context of example (4) is an account of a g ir l  thinking about 
what to do on St. Valentines 's Day. I t  has been recommended to her by
another gir l  tha t  the best way to get a boy friend is to buy a p is to l-
shaped chocolate, and so she goes shopping to get that  kind of
chocolate. Then, the next sentence follows:
(4) depaato ya kashiten o 7 ken
department store and sweet shop ACC doors
mawat - ta ga doko ni mo pisutoru-
go round to PAST although nowhere p is to l-
gata no chokoreeto wa utte  inakat - ta node
shaped chocolate TOP sell  STAT NEG PAST as
KEKKYOKU kono mae to onaji no kin-iro no keesu 
la s t  time the same golden case
ni ha i t ta  haato-gata no o katte kita .
LOC contain heart-shaped COMP ACC buy come PAST
(Although she t r ied  7 department stores and sweet shops, she 
couldn't  find a pistol-shaped chocolate anywhere, so she 
ended up getting a heart-shaped one in a golden case, ju s t  
1ike l a s t  t im e.)
(Koofuku, p. 15)
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In this example, the details of events leading to the final situation 
are overtly stated before KEKKYOKU is used. However, this is not 
necessarily always the case. In the following example, details leading 
to the final situation are not described.
(5) daigaku 3 nen no toki shinbun de
university 3rd year at the time of newspaper LOC
mitsuketa ooboyooryoo ni wa "tandai
find PAST outline of application LOC TOP junior college
sotsugyoo shikaku ijoo" to kishite-
graduation qualification above QUOT write down-
atta .  sore nara watashi mo O.K. to charenji.
RES i f  so I also challenge
KEKKYOKU yokunen shigatsu kara anaunsaa 
the next year April ABL announcer
to shite saiyoo ni natta.
in the capacity of employ turn out PAST
(In a job application outline which I found in a newspaper 
during my third year at university i t  was written that the 
minimum qualification was junior college graduation. That 
being so, I was qualified for i t  and applied. So, as i t
turned out, since April of that following year, I have been
employed as an announcer.)
(More, p. 39)
In example (5), no details are given about the complications experienced 
from the time of application until the time of employment. Thus i t  is 
not essential to KEKKYOKU that events leading to the ultimate situation 
be mentioned. The function of this word is to present the ultimate 
situation.
In summary, we may propose the semantic formulae of the 
"proposition-oriented" use of KEKKYOKU as follows:
a) One can do different things.
b) After doing these different things, one thing happens.
c) I think this is important.
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The component "One can do d ifferent  things" refers  to every p oss ib i l i ty  
one can think of for achieving a goal, i . e . ,  one can go there by 
d i f fe ren t  ways in example (3); the girl  t r ied  several shops in example 
(4); to have found an employment opportunity and to have applied to 
become an announcer in (5). The present tense of th is  component 
indicates that  these poss ib i l i t i e s  ex is t  as fac ts .
The component "After doing these d i f fe ren t  things, one thing 
happens" describes what happens at  the end, that  is the final or 
resu l ta t ive  s i tuat ion.  So one comes to the same place in example (3), 
in (4), the gir l  ended up getting the same kind of chocolate as the l a s t  
time, and in (5), the person f ina l ly  has been employed as an announcer. 
The circumstances that  th is  component describes are out of the control 
of the speaker. Thus we should not include in th is  component such 
phrases as 'I  think' or 'I  assume'.
The la s t  component "I think th is  is  important" i l l u s t r a t e s  an 
emphasis on the final s i tuat ion.  This is the aim of putting KEKKYOKU in 
the sentence, and therefore i t  can be regarded as the i llocutionary 
purpose of the word.
1.2 "Discourse-Oriented" Use
Now le t  us consider the case of "saying something at  the end". 
Look at  the following example.
(6) subete hontoo no kyooiku wa KEKKYOKU
all  real education TOP
jiko-kyooiku to iu koto ni naru.
self-education QUOT say matter to become
(All real education i s ,  in the ultimate analysis , a matter 
of se l f -educa t ion .)
(Kenkyuusha)
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The example means that it appears to the speaker that there are many 
kinds of real education. However, careful examination shows that 
despite the appearance of diversity it can be said that there is, in the 
end, only one sort of real education. Thus in this example, KEKKYOKU 
signals the speaker's concluding remark, implying that there is but one 
final situation despite apparent differences.
Example (3) is somewhat different. In this example, the final 
situation (i.e., the speaker's conclusion) is drawn from the speaker's 
observations about many kinds of education. The speaker is not driven 
to this conclusion by an indisputable fact.
The act of concluding is itself a spontaneous act, and it is quite 
conceivable that the speaker could have reached a different conclusion. 
So, in this sense, we can say that the final situation is controllable 
by the speaker.
As was true of "proposition-oriented" use, it is irrelevant to 
discourse-oriented usage of KEKKYOKU whether details leading to the 
final situation are or are not overtly stated. KEKKYOKU can be used to 
indicate a conclusion, or ultimate state reached, on the basis of 
details not overtly stated.
In the following example, the bases on which a conclusion is drawn 
are presented. Its context is that the speaker is explaining his 
impressions of a car trip through six European countries. He has begun 
his story with the comparison of breakfasts in various hotels. Having 
first described English breakfasts, he then goes on to say that a 
continental-style breakfast is very simple. The countries where he was 
served a continental-style breakfast were Belguim, France and 
Switzerland. Then the next sentence follows:
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(7) Berugii ni shite mo watashi ga tomatta
Belgium LOC even though I NOM stay PAST
no wa Furansu ni chikai tokoro desu
COMP TOP France to close place COP POL
kara KEKKYOKU Furansu o chuushin to shita
as France ACC center as PRO
ta ir ik u  de wa chooshoku ga hijoo ni kantan
continent LOC TOP breakfast NOM very simple
da to iu koto ni nari -  soo desu.
COP COMP say COMP to turn out seem COP POL
(Even though i t  was in Belgium, the place where I stayed was 
close to France, so i t  seems that we can conclude tha t  
breakfast is very simple in the continent with France as i t s  
c e n tre . )
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 239)
In the example above, before making a concluding remark which s ta r ts  
with KEKKYOKU, the speaker has exhausted the sources on which he bases 
his conclusion. I f  th is  was relevant to the use of KEKKYOKU, we would 
have to propose components which re flec ted  th is  fea tu re ;  but now 
consider the following example.
(8) senjitsu watashi ga aru honya ni
the other day I NOM some book shop LOC
ik im ash i-ta ra , soko no tenin mo KEKKYOKU 
go POL when there shopman also
kono mae no sensoo de wa Ig ir is u  mo Nachi
la s t  war LOC TOP England also Nazi
to kawaranai yoo na koto o shita n
change NEG lik e thing ACC PRO PAST COMP
ja nai ka, to iu yoona koto o i t - t e -
COP NEG Q QUOT say 1 i ke COMP ACC say GER
mashita.
POL PAST
(The other day, when I was in some book shop, a shopkeeper 
there also said something to the e f fe c t  that he thinks tha t  
in the la s t  war England did things th a t ,  in the f in a l
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analysis, were not unlike what the Nazi's did.)
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 209)
The speaker in this example is the shopkeeper since the part of the 
sentence from "KEKKYOKU" to "shitan ja nai ka" is a quoted speech, 
although i t  is indirect. The concluding remark following KEKKYOKU is 
not based on the exhausted sources which should already have been said. 
Thus, in contrast to example (7), the details leading to the concluding 
remark are not overtly stated. The process leading to the conclusion is 
only in the speaker's thoughts.
Therefore, i t  is also irrelevant to this use of KEKKYOKU whether 
the details leading to the concluding remark should be overtly described 
or not. As you have seen in the last sub-section (1.1), this feature is 
shared with the "proposition-oriented" use. This is the reason why the 
syntactic frame was described as i t  was in (2) of sub-section 1.0.
From all the results above, the following semantic formulae for 
"discourse-oriented" use of KEKKYOKU are proposed.
a) I assume that one could say different things about i t .
b) I would want to say one thing: X
c) I think this is important.
d) I think that after I have said that one doesn't have to say 
anything else about i t .
The component "I assume that one could say different things about it" 
refers to everything one can think of saying before making the 
concluding remark. An examination of this component in example (6),
will show that the speaker is free to reach a certain conclusion. The 
reason why the verb "assume" is used for this component is because the 
"different things" are things that the speaker thinks about. In other
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words, the possible d if fe re n t th ings e x is t in  the world o f the speaker's 
assumptions. In example (7 ), th is  component re fe rs  to the d if fe re n t 
ways o f making comments on breakfast, and in example (8) to d if fe re n t 
opinions about what England did in  the la s t war.
The component " I  th ink  th is  is  important" re fers  to the emphasis 
o f saying something as a conclusion.
The component " I  th ink  tha t a fte r  I have said tha t one doesn't 
have to say anything else about i t "  re fers  to the closing aspect o f the 
word KEKKYOKU. A fte r th is ,  nothing else is  going to fo llo w , as a 
concluding remark should be complete in i t s e l f .
Although i t  is  common to both these uses, "p ropos ition -o rien ted" 
use and "d iscourse-oriented" use, tha t two or more things to be compared 
are presented before KEKKYOKU, and th a t KEKKYOKU functions as 
emphasizing the f in a l re s u lta tiv e  s ta te , s t i l l  we can id e n t ify  a 
d iffe rence such as the one we have seen above. The sense o f s ig n a llin g  
a concluding remark about the f in a l re s u lt o f some process is  shared by 
TSUMARI. For a comparison see (2 .3 ).
1.3 Summary
In the previous sections, the two d if fe re n t kinds o f semantic 
formulae fo r  KEKKYOKU have been proposed as fo llow s:
For "p ropos ition -o rien ted " use:
a) One can do d if fe re n t th ings.
b) A fte r doing these d if fe re n t th ings , one th ing happens.
c) I th ink  i t  is  important.
For "d iscourse-oriented" use:
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a) I assume that one could say d if fe ren t things about i t .
b) I would want to say one thing: X
c) I think this is important.
d) I think that a fter I have said that one doesn't have to say 
anything else about i t .
By comparing the components of these two uses, one may identify  the 
following componential characteristics:
i )  The component "I think this is important" is common to these 
two uses. This indicates that the emphasis on the ' f in a l  s ituation' is 
a crucial component of this word; and
i i )  The main difference between these two uses, as mentioned in 
sub-sections 1.1 and 1.2, exists in whether the f in a l situation is 
controllable by the speaker or not. This feature is well reflected in 
the components. The components for “proposition-oriented" use do not 
contain the ones which start with " I . . . "  except the last component, 
while a l l  the components for "discourse-oriented" use s ta rt  with " I . . . "
2. TSUMARI
2.0 A General Account
This word occurs in the context of "A TSUMARI B" and its  function 
is to relate two facts or things or situations by summarizing A as B. 
We can divide the uses of this word into two major groups: one group 
establishes a re lation between two NP's and the other group establishes 
a relation between sentences. This can be described as follows.
(9) A TSUMARI B
(10) A. TSUMARI B.
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"A" and "B" in (9) are NP's. A clause can also appear in these places. 
"A" and "B" in (10) are sentences and both are separated by a period.
Basically, the function of this word is to explain by paraphrasing 
what has been said, the speaker's conscious sense of concluding by 
saying something. Needless to say this alone is not an adequate 
description of TSUMARI, and we must analyze the word in more d e ta il .  In 
the following discussion, we w ill consider the three functions mentioned 
above - paraphrasing, explaining and concluding.
In each sub-section, we w ill also look at th e ir  syntactic 
manifestations. Sub-section 2.1 w ill be concerend with "paraphrasing", 
sub-section 2.2 with "explaining" and sub-section 2.3 with "concluding".
2.1 Paraphrasing
By "paraphrase" here we mean the rewording of A. That is ,  TSUMARI 
signals that B is another way of saying A. We need to distinguish 
between examples where A and B are NP's and examples where they are 
sentences. These are dealt with in sub-sections 2.1.1 and 2 .1 .2  
respectively.
2.1.1 NP1 TSUMARI NP2
Examples (11) and (12) below demonstrate the use of TSUMARI to 
paraphrase one NP with a synonymous term. The meaning of TSUMARI here 
is very close to that of SUNAWACHI, as examples (13) and (14) show 
comparison.
(11) akademii to iu meishoo o tsukawazu ni 
academy QUOT say name ACC use NE6
zotsueteeto TSUMARI sosaetii to iu kotoba
society QUOT say word
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o tsukatta .
ACC use PAST
(Without using a name "academy", (they) used "zotsueteeto", 
that is ,  a word "soc ie ty" .)
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 48)
(12) . . .  sen -nen TSUMARI ju s -s e ik i  gurai no
thousand years ten-century about
( . . .  thousand years, tha t is ,  10 centuries)
( Chiteki Taioo, p. 16)
(13) sakubun no hoosoku SUNAWACHI bunpoo
composition of rule grammar
(the rules of composition, or grammar)
(Kenkyuusha)
(14) 6 shaku SUNAWACHI 1 m 80 cm
(Japanese foot)
(6 "shaku", namely lm 80cm.)
(M o rita -1 ,  p. 306)
In examples (11) and (1 3 ) ,  the words preceeding TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI 
are rephrased with a new word. In examples (12) and (1 4 ) ,  the previous 
words are paraphrased using a d i f fe re n t  un it of measurement. In (1 2 ) ,  
the unit is changed from "year" to "century" and in (14) from a 
"Japanese foot" to a metric measurement. So in th is  usage, the examples 
seem to be exactly  the same.
In example (12) TSUMARI can be substituted by SUNAWACHI, and 
SUNAWACHI in (14) can be substituted by TSUMARI. However, the important 
difference between them is that the ordering of A and B is revers ib le  in 
the case of SUNAWACHI as in (14) '  but not in the case of TSUMARI as in
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(1 2 ) '.  (This feature o f SUNAWACHI w i l l  be re ferred to again in
sub-section 4.1)
*(1 2 ) ' ju s -s e ik i gurai TSUMARI sen nen
(10 centuries, tha t is ,  a thousand years)
(14)' 1 m 80 cm SUNAWACHI 6 shaku
(6 skaku, tha t is  1 m 80 cm)
Let us look at the examples from (11) to (14) again. In example 
(11), the word "soc ie ty" is  more fa m ilia r  than the word "zotsueteeto". 
I f  the words are interchanged, we are le f t  w ith the s itu a tio n  where a 
fa m ilia r  word is  paraphrased with a d i f f i c u l t  or un fam ilia r word, which 
is  unacceptable. However, TSUMARI is  used fo r  expla in ing what has ju s t 
been said (the d e ta ils  o f th is  usage are explained in the fo llow ing  
sub-section). Although NP1 and NP2 in  example (11) are the same
re fe re n t, NP2 should explain NP1. This explanation depends on the
speaker. So, as in examples (12) and (14), the d iffe rence between 
SUNAWACHI and TSUMARI is  not c le a r, but in  example (12) the speaker
paraphrases NP1 w ith NP2 and intends to explain NP1 by using NP2. On 
the other hand, in example (14) the speaker's in te n tion  o f explaining 
something is  not apparent. Rather, NP2 is  added in form ation. Thus in 
examples (13) and (14) w ith SUNAWACHI, i t  is  not strange i f  NP1 and NP2 
are reversed.
This fea tu re , explanation, is  very c lose ly  re la ted to
summarizing. (See in sub-section 2.3)
2.1.2 SI. TSUMARI S2.
As in the construction "NP1 TSUMARI NP2", TSUMARI o f th is  frame is
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interchangeable with SUNAWACHI. In the following example (15), even i f  
TSUMARI is  changed into SUNAWACHI the meaning does not seem to change.
The context in which example (15) appears is as follows. In the 
general l i t e r a tu r e ,  language is  often defined as "a means of 
communicating ideas". In some cases, the defin i t ion  goes a l i t t l e  b i t  
fu r ther ,  and language is defined as "a means of expressing and 
communicating emotions and ideas". In a discussion of th is  concept an 
author continues to consider the meaning of "A is a means of B". In 
general,  B is regarded as an important goal to achieve. On the other 
hand, A, as means of B, is not necessarily valued i f  i t  is separated 
from B. Then follows example (15):
(15) sakihodono teig i  ni atehameru to
mentioned above defin i t ion to apply i f
tsugi no yoo ni naru. TSUMARI juuyoo
the following like to get important
de aru no wa hyoogen, dentatsu - sareru
COP COMP TOP expression communicate make PASS
beki shisoo ya kanjoo de a r i , . . .
should idea or feelings COP GER
(I f  we apply th is  to the defin i t ion mentioned above, we can 
get the following: what is important is expression, ideas 
which should be communicated, and fee l ings . )
(Kigooron e no Shootai, p.12)
The sentence with TSUMARI paraphrases, on the basis of "A is a means of 
B", the defin i t ion of "language". In th is  example, the sentence
immediately before the sentence with TSUMARI has already overt ly 
signalled that  the following sentence paraphrases what has been said. 
Thus, in th is  example the function of TSUMARI is to signal that
paraphrasing s t a r t s  from there, but that  i t s  purpose is s t i l l  to 
rephrase what has ju s t  been said.
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2.1.3 Semantic Components for "Paraphrasing"
The examples in sub-sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 lead us to propose 
the following semantic components for  "paraphrasing".
a) I think that  what I have said may not be enough.
b) I think that  what I have said may be d i f f i c u l t  to
understand.
c) I want to say i t  in a d i f fe ren t  way.
d) I say i t  in th is  way because I want you to understand what I
say.
2.2 Explaining 
2.2.1 Analysis
In th is  case, the antecedent A is explained in more detail by what 
follows TSUMARI. That i s ,  A is explained by B. This use can be found 
in the following syntact ic frames.
(16) A, TSUMARI B. (type a)
(17) A. TSUMARI B. (type b)
In the case of (16), "A" (a word or a phrase) is followed by a comma 
then comes TSUMARI followed by "B". In the case of (17), "A" is a
sentence or sentences, followed by the sentence beginning with TSUMARI.
Let us examine the following examples of both type (a) and type 
(b). In the following examples the l e t t e r  (a) or (b) a f te r  the example 
number indicates type of usage being demonstrated.
(18) a. sensoo-chuu ni wareware wa Amerika no
war during TEMP we TOP U.S.A. GEN
butsuryoo to yamato-damashii
the amount of materials and the s p i r i t  of Japan
to o t a i r i t s u - s a s e ta  ga, Amerika no butsuryoo 
ACC oppose CAUS PAST where
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TSUMARI buki, danyaku no seizoo ya
arms ammunition of production or
hokyuu wa "yookon" to wa k i t te  mo
supply TOP Western s p i r i t  cut even i f
kirihanasenai mono datta  no de aru. 
separate NEG thing COP PAST COMP COP
(During the war, we contrasted the quanti t ies  of 
materials possessed by the U.S. with the s p i r i t  of 
Japan, where the materials of the U.S. - that  is the 
production or supply of arms and ammunition - was 
inseparable from "Western s p i r i t " . )
(Chiteki Taioo, p.19)
In th is  example, the word "Amerika no butsuryoo" is explained by 
exemplification. This is d i f feren t  from ju s t  a paraphrase, because a 
paraphrase is a rewording of the meaning of whatever precedes i t ,  while 
exemplification presents concrete examples to show the character of 
preceding statements. As can be seen in the following example, 
exemplification can also be found at  sentence level.
(19) b. ryuugaku kikan-chuu dake ni
study abroad period of time only TEMP
Nihongo ga hitsuyoo na no de wa nai
Japanese NOM necessary COMP COP NEG
to iu koto o ryuugaku-chuu ni moo 
QUOT COMP ACC during TEMP already
kangaete o i te  morau, soredake no
consider have before get tha t  much
jikokenshuu o suru dake no nooryoku o
study by oneself enough of a b i l i t y  ACC
ataete oka - nakute wa ikenai to omou. 
give have before must QUOT think
TSUMARI kyooshi banare o shi - te mo 
teacher become independent even i f
benkyoo dekiru to iu nooryoku ga hitsuyoo 
study can of a b i l i t y  NOM necessary
de shoo.
COP POL CONJ
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(I think that we have to get the students studying 
abroad to consider that Japanese is not only necessary 
while studying abroad, but i t  is essential that they 
develop the ability to study i t  by themselves. That 
is ,  i t  is necessary that they develop the abili ty to 
study even independently of a teacher.)
(Nihonjin to, p. 246)
In the example above, the speaker was talking about a rather abstract 
idea - getting students to think about the necessity of acquiring the 
abili ty to study Japanese by themselves. Then, using TSUMARI, the 
speaker explains more concretely what kind of abili ty  is referred to by 
"studying themselves".
Exemplification can be regarded as one kind of explanation, but we 
can also find examples of a simple explanation of what has just been 
said.
(20) kore o shoogi-gata ni taishite maajan
this ACC chess type in opposition to mah-jong
gata to yobu. TSUMARI aite ga te no uchi
call opponent NOM one's skill
ni nani o mot - te- i ru no ka wakaranai
LOC what ACC have STAT know NEG
de koosai shi nakerebai naranai shakai
have relations with must society
de aru.
COP
(We call this "a mah-jong type" as opposed to "a
chess-type", which means a society where you are forced to 
deal with people without knowing what they have in their 
hands.)
(Nihongo no Hyoojoo, pp. 34-35)
In this example, a special word whose use is unique to the writer, and 
which can also show the character of what the writer wants to describe, 
comes f i r s t ,  then the explanation of the word follows.
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Exem plifica tion and th is  type o f explanation may seem to be 
d if fe re n t.  Exem plification presents one fa c t then adds concrete 
examples to i t .  On the other hand, explanation o f the type seen in 
example (20) presents an abstract word then presents an explanation o f 
i t  a fte r  TSUMARI. However, both exem plifica tion  and explanation are 
common in e luc ida ting  something tha t has ju s t been said.
In example (20), the sentence fo llow ing  TSUMARI explains a s ing le 
word in the previous sentence i . e . ,  the explanation o f the "mah-jong 
type". On the other hand, in the fo llow ing  example (21), the sentence 
fo llow ing TSUMARI explains the content o f the whole o f the previous 
sentence.
(21) kenkyuu ronbun ni seyo ronsetsu ni seyo 
research paper or d isse rta tio n
aruiwa zu ih itsu  no ru i ni seyo, watashi wa
or essay o f kind I TOP
fude o toru mae ni suu - juu - n ic h i, 
s ta r t  w rit in g  before several tens o f days
tok i to sh ite  suu - nen, tok i to sh ite  suu-
sometimes several years several
j i t s u no aida shudai 0 atatameru no
days during top ic ACC th ink COMP
0 tsune to suru TSUMARI shijuu sono koto
ACC be in the habit o f always the matter
0 kangaete-iru wake de wa nai ga kokoro
ACC th ink  STAT case NEG although mind
no dokoka ni sono koto ga hi sonde-iru,
GEN somewhere LOC the matter NOM l ie  STAT
o ri ni fu re te  sore ga ukabi agatte k ite
sometimes i f  NOM cross one's mind become GER
shibaraku no aida shuuchuu s ite
fo r  a while be concentrated in  GER
kangaeru to iu jo o ta i o tsuzukeru wake
consider QUOT say state ACC continue case
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de aru.
COP
(In the case of a research paper, or a d isse r ta t ion ,  or some 
form of essay, I am in the habit of thinking about the topic 
for several tens of days - sometimes several years, 
sometimes only several days - before s ta r t ing  to write. 
TSUMÄRI I'm not always consciously thinking about the 
matter,  but I maintain a s ta te  in which i t  l ie s  in some 
recess of my mind and occassionally i t  surfaces and I become 
absorbed in thinking about i t . )
(Rikakei, p. 25)
What is common to both examples (20) and (21) is that  the information 
preceding TSUMÄRI is explained in more deta il  than i t  was before.
2.2.2 Semantic Components for "Explaining".
The resu l ts  of the examples above lead us to propose the same 
components as those for "paraphrasing".
a) I think what I have said may not be enough.
b) I think what I have said may be d i f f i c u l t  to understand.
c) I want to say i t  in a d if fe ren t  way.
d) I say i t  in th is  way because I want you to understand what I
say.
The difference between "paraphrasing" and "explaining" is only the 
degree of the minuteness of what f i l l s  the "B" position in the syntact ic 
frame. Thus the component (c) "I want to say i t  in a d i f fe ren t  way" can 
s t i l l  capture the feature which is common to both "paraphrasing" and 
"explaining".
2.3 Concluding
This component includes summarizing as a part of i t s  meaning. Let 
us look a t  the examples of summarizing in sub-section (2.3.1) before 
looking at  examples of concluding in sub-section (2 .3 .2) .
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2.3.1 Summarizing
2.3.1.1 NP1 TSUMARI NP2
In this frame TSUMARI functions by summarizing NP1 with NP2.
(21) watashi no ani no musume TSUMARI watashi no
my older GEN daughter
brother
mei ga kondo kekkon-suru n desu.
niece NOM shortly get married COMP COP POL
(My older brother's daughter, that is my niece, is going to 
get married shortly.)
(Nihongo Kyooiku Jiten, p.361)
In this example, the speaker first mentions specific information then a 
general kinship term. From the viewpoint of the quantity of information 
NP1 is broader than NP2, because "mei" (niece) can refer to the 
speaker's younger brother's daughter and also his/her sister's 
daughter. Thus TSUMARI in this case can be regarded as having the 
function of summarizing NP1 with NP2.
2.3.1.2 SI. TSUMARI S2.
In this case sentence S2, which starts with TSUMARI, summarizes 
SI. SI need not necessarily consist of only one sentence. In the 
following example, the sentence with TSUMARI summarizes three sentences.
(23) ... iwayuru kokugogaku kokubungaku eigogaku
so-called Japanese Japanese English
linguistics linguistics linguistics
eibungaku no naka de gakusei wa tokutei no
English among students TOP certain
1iterature
kooza ni shuuchuu-suru. wareware no daigaku
lecture LOC gather our university
de wa 1 gakunen 110 mei da ga. eigoLOC TOP year persons COP and English
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eibun no 2 kooza no tokoro ni daitai 20 mei 
English in the case of about
li terature
i joo shiboo-shite shimau. kokugo kokubun
more than apply C0MPL Jap. Lg. Jap. Lit
to i u 2 kooza ni mo yahari 20 mei gurai
QU0T say also too about
atsumaru. TSUMARI teiin 110 mei no uchi de
gather the number 
limit
among
40 mei ga ninki kooza ni shuuchuu-suru.
N0M popular lecture L0C centre on
(Among the courses of Japanese language and l i terature,  and 
English language and li terature,  students opt for these 
lectures. There are 110 students in each year of our 
university. More than 20 students apply for the two 
lectures of English language and li terature.  Also for the 
two lectures of Japanese language and l i terature,  about 20 
students gather. That is ,  40 out of 110 gather for the 
popular lectures.)
(Nihonjin to Kokusaika, p.253)
In this example, as was the case with NP's, the three sentences before 
TSUMARI contain the details of the statement which starts from TSUMARI.
2.3.2 Concluding
If using the frame "A TSUMARI B", this usage can be explained as 
follows: Where A is paraphrased with B, the process by which B is drawn 
from A does not need to be mentioned step by step. The middle part 
leading to B can be omitted. By using TSUMARI the speaker indicates 
that B is the final stage of his statement.
In this usage, i t  is rare for "A" and "B" to be nouns, though this 
is the case in the following example:
(24) karera wa TSUMARI ken-en no naka to iu 
they TOP on bad terms with QU0T say
beki ka. 
should SFP
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(They can be referred to as "ken-en no naka"-being on bad 
terms).
(M orita-2 , p. 306)
In example (2 4 ), the speaker does not deta il the reasons why the 
subjects of the sentence can be called "ken-en no naka". He can
d ire c tly  re la te  "they" to "ken-en no naka" without any explanation, yet 
implying f in a l i ty  by using TSUMARI. On the other hand, i f  a word such 
as SHITAGATTE (therefore) is used instead of TSUMARI, some explanation 
as to why the speaker's conclusion can be drawn is necessary because 
SHITAGATTE requires the orderly development of an argument. In contrast 
to such words the function of TSUMARI is to point to a conclusion about 
previously stated facts without e x p lic it ly  stating the arguments which 
lead to that conclusion.
This sense of skipping deta ils  and jumping to a conclusion is well 
demonstrated by the following example.
(25) iro - iro  to ohanashi wa tsuzuki - masu ga
so many stories TOP continue POL but
TSUMARI nani ga ossharitai no desu ka.
what NOM say POL DES COMP COP POL Q
(You have touched on many topics, but what is i t  you are 
re a lly  trying to say?)
(Morita -  1, p. 306)
This component, "concluding" is shared by KEKKYOKU. In example (25) 
above, TSUMARI can be replaced by KEKKYOKU without changing the 
meaning. However, TSUMARI in the following example cannot be replaced 
by KEKKYOKU. This example also shows that TSUMARI cannot be described 
without considering its  place in the discourse.
(26) suukagetsugo ni daigaku no toshokan
several months la te r  TEMP university  GEN lib ra ry
I l l
no shukuchokushitsu n i h ik k o s h i te  h o t to - s h i t a .
GEN n ig h t  du ty  room LOC move GER fe e l re l ie v e d  PAST
toshokan wa n a n is h iro  yasubushin no
l i b r a r y  TOP a t  any ra te  j e r r y  b u i ld in g  o f
no
mokuzoo de wa n a i .  kyojuu kuukan to  s h i te
wooden house COP NEG residence space as
wa seiyoo no o s h iro  gura i aru . koko
TOP European c a s t le  about the re  is  t h is  place
de wa gensho ga c h i is a k u  usuku m ie te -
LOC TOP o r ig in a l  NOM small t h in  look
work
k i t a .
become PAST
TSUMARI hon ga yoku yometa.
book NOM a l o t  read POT PAST
( I  was re l ie v e d  to  be able to  move, severa l months la t e r ,  
in to  the n ig h t  du ty  room o f  the u n iv e r s i t y  l i b r a r y .  A 
l i b r a r y  a t le a s t  is  no j e r r y  b u i l t  wooden box. I t ' s  about 
as spacious as a European c a s t le ,  so b ig i t  makes o r ig in a l  
c la s s ic  works look small and t h in .  Here I could r e a l l y  read 
books .)
(C h i te k i  Ta ioo , pp. 25-6)
I f  on ly  the la s t  sentence o f  t h is  d iscourse  is  viewed in  i s o la t io n ,  
TSUMARI can be replaced by KEKKYOKU as fo l lo w s :
(27) KEKKYOKU hon ga yoku yometa.
( A f te r  a l l ,  I could read a l o t  o f  books.)
The d i f fe re n c e  between TSUMARI and KEKKYOKU is  as fo l lo w s :  KEKKYOKU
s ig n a ls  th a t  the speaker is  going to  mention a conc lud ing  remark o r  the 
f i n a l  r e s u l t  o f  some process, but i t  does not need to  r e fe r  to  the 
cause, o r ig in  o r  reason which leads to  the conc lus ion  o r  f i n a l  s ta te .  
On the o th e r  hand, TSUMARI always has to  r e fe r  to  the cause, o r ig in  o r  
reason lead ing  to  the c o n c lu s io n ,  a lthough TSUMARI a l low s the kind o f  
argument which s ta r t s  from the o r ig in  o r  reason and jumps in to  the 
conc lus ion  w ith o u t  any in te rv e n in g  development o f  an argument.
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2 .3 .3  Semantic Components fo r  "Concluding"
The results  of the analysis above lead us to propose the following  
semantic formulae:
TSUMARI:
a) I th ink that what I have said may not be enough.
b) I think that what I have said may be d i f f i c u l t  to
understand.
c) I want to say i t  in a d i f fe re n t  way.
d) I say i t  in th is  way because I want you to understand what I
say.
e) I th ink that a f te r  I have said that one does not have to say 
anything else about i t .
The way in which these components d i f f e r  from those given for  
"paraphrasing" and "explaining" is in the existence of component (e ) .  
This component is shared by KEKKYOKU (see 1 .2 ) .  In th is  case, since the 
component f i t s ,  TSUMARI is interchangeable with KEKKYOKU.
Let us compare the other components of KEKKYOKU with the 
components above.
KEKKYOKU:
a) I assume that one could say d i f fe re n t  things about i t .
b) I would want to say one thing: X
c) I think th is  is  important.
d) I think that a f te r  I have said that one does not have to say
anything else about i t .
In the components proposed fo r  "concluding" TSUMARI refers  back to what 
has been said (components (a) and ( b ) ) .  On the other hand, there are no 
such components fo r  KEKKYOKU. This can be regarded as a re f le c t io n  of
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the fa c t  tha t TSUMARI always refers to the sources which lead to the 
conclusion or f in a l  s ta te ,  while KEKKYOKU does not. Thus these
components can r e f le c t  both TSUMARI's in te rchangeab ility  with KEKKYOKU 
and i t s  d ifference in meaning from KEKKYOKU.
3. YOOSURUNI
3.0 A General Account
This word has three d i f fe re n t  syntactic manifestations which can 
be described as follows:
(28) A YOOSURUNI B
(29) A. YOOSURUNI B.
(30) A Topic marker YOOSURUNI B.
"A" and "B" in (28) are NP's. "A" and "B" in (29) are sentences. "A" 
in (30) is  a NP and "B" can be e i th e r  a NP or a whole predicate. In the 
following section, we w il l  look a t each case separately .
3.1 A YOOSURUNI B
Although th is  structure can be described, in the same way as 
TSUMARI, and SUNAWACHI, as "A YOOSURUNI B", "A" cannot be a s ing le ,  
simple word. I t  can however be a complex o f compounds l ik e  'Kokuren 
Kyooiku Kagaku Bunka Kikan' which is the Japanese expression fo r  
'UNESCO1. Such complexes are considered by some Japanese l in g u is ts  to 
constitute a single word. I stress however tha t "A" cannot be a s ing le ,  
simple word. YOOSURUNI cannot perform the function of re la t in g  one word 
to another word. "A" should always be more than one simple word. I f  
one word is re lated  to the other word by YOOSURUNI, the sentence becomes 
strange.
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* (3 1 )  nori YOOSURUNI tsumaranai mono 
seaweed worthless thing
(seaweed, that is ,  worthless thing)
On the other hand, in the cases of TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI, “A" can 
be a single word as seen in the following examples.
(32) zotsueteeto TSUMARI sosaeti
society
("zotsueteeto", that is ,  society)
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 48)
(33) 100 senchi SUNAWACHI 1 meetoru
cm m
(100 cm, that is ,  1 m)
(Morita 2, p. 213)
I t  is often the case that "A" contains words followed by numerical 
expressions as in examples (34) to (36 ) .
(34) nanika o oboete iku toka gakushuu-shi- 
something ACC remember and so on learn
te iku to iu koto wa YOOSURUNI purosesu 
QUOT say COMP TOP process
desu.
COP POL
(The act of remembering or learning is ,  in short, a 
process.)
(35) dakara shikatanashi ni shiokobu dano nori
so re lu c ta n t ly  salted tangle or seaweed
dano kukkii dano YOOSURUNI tsumaranai shinamono 
cookies worthless goods
shika kaesenu no de a t ta .  
only return COMP COP PAST
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(So I reluctant ly  returned goods l ike salted tangle or 
seaweed or cookies, that  is only worthless goods.)
(Korian, p. 44)
(36) sono kare ga nyuushashiken toka
the he NOM an exam for service in a and so on
business company
kekkon nado YOOSURUNI kyokugen jookyoo 
marriage etc l imit  s i tuat ion
no tame . . .  
for
(For an exam for service in a business company, or marriage, 
e t c . . . ,  that  is for formal occasion, h e . . . )
(Nihonjin no Ronri, p. 99)
In example (34), by the word "toka (and so on)" the speaker means that  
the word followed by i t  is ju s t  one of various possible examples which 
he wants to mention. In example (35), by using "dano (or)" three times, 
the speaker enumerates concrete examples and indicates that  the 
enumeration could be continued despite the fac t  that  here i t  is limited 
to three words. In example (36), "toka" and "nado (e tc . )"  have the same
function. Thus all  of these words can express the sense that  the word
followed by them is ju s t  one of many possible examples that  could be 
given.
While "A" can be e i ther  an enumerated example or a broad concept, 
"B" should be a NP which generalizes or summarizes what has been
mentioned in "A". Position "B" can be f i l l e d  by a single word, as in 
example (34), i f  that  word can generalize or summarize what is mentioned 
in "A".
The observations above suggest the following i llocutionary
components for the structure of "A YOOSURUNI B".
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a) I want to say the same thing in a d i f fe re n t  way.
b) I want to say i t  more b r ie f ly .
c) I say: X
d) I say i t  in th is  way because I want you to understand what I 
want to say.
The component " I want to say the same thing in a d i f fe re n t  way" refers  
to the paraphrasing aspect of th is  word. So i t  re fers  to the re la t io n  
between "A" and "B". One of the components of TSUMARI (c . in 2 .1 .3 )  is  
"I want to say i t  in a d i f fe re n t  way". The d ifference between the 
components fo r  TSUMARI and YOOSURUNI is the d ifference between " i t "  and 
"the same th ing". With TSUMARI the re la t io n  between "A" and "B" is  
vaguer than i t  is with YOOSURUNI, because "A" and "B" are simply re lated  
by TSUMARI while the function of YOOSURUNI is to generalize or summarize 
in "B" what has already been mentioned in "A". Thus, "B" with YOOSURUNI 
should re fe r  back to antecedent utterances. Because th is  d ifference  
should be re f lec ted  in the components, fo r  the components given here 
"the same thing" is more appropriate than " i t " .  The component "I want
to say i t  more b r ie f ly "  refers  to the summarizing aspect of th is  word. 
Thus i t  also refers  to the re la t io n  between "A" and "B". With th is  
component we can explain the constraint which prevents a single simple 
word on i ts  own from f i l l i n g  position "A". The la s t  component refers to 
the i l lo c u t io n a ry  purpose of YOOSURUNI.
3.2 A. YOOSURUNI B.
This manifestation occurs where YOOSURUNI comes at the beginning 
of a sentence and summarizes what has been said so fa r .  What is 
summarized does not always consist of only one sentence. This 
phenomenon runs p a ra l le l  to the manifestation of "A YOOSURUNI B"
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described in  3.1. In the fo llow ing  example, the sentence w ith YOOSURUNI 
summarizes the previous fou r sentences.
(37) mukashi, boo kootoo shihan gakkoo de wa
once ce rta in  higher normal school LOC TOP
sotsugyoo suru gakusei ni "shuushoku sh ita  
graduate students DAT get a pos ition
gakkoo de adana o tsuke rareru yoona
school LOC nickname ACC give PASS lik e
sensei ni naru na. kekkin shi - te mo
teacher to become NEG absent oneself even i f
minna ga ki ga tsuka nai yoo na sensei ni 
everybody NOM notice NEG lik e  teacher to
nare." to i t t a  kunji
become IMP QUOT order PAST address o f in s truc tion s
o ataeta soo de aru. adana o tsuke rareru 
ACC give PAST REP COP nickname ACC give PASS
yoo na sensei wa yoi ni tsuke warui ni tsuke
lik e  teacher TOP r ig h t or wrong
sono sonzai ga medatsu. sore de wa 
tha t existence NOM stand out i f  so
shuui to no choowa ga tore n ik u i.
surroundings w ith harmony NOM have POT hard to
kekkin shi - te mo daremo ki ga tsuka-nai hodo ni 
absent oneself even i f  anybody notice NEG to the
extent
medata-nai kuuki no yoona sonzai de are-ba 
stand out NEG a ir  l ik e  existence COP COND
ic h i ban bunan ni kyooshi kagyoo ga tsutomaru.
most safe ly teacher profession NOM be f i t  fo r
YOOSURUNI nurumayu ni tsukatta omoi
tepid water LOC be soaked in fee ling
de j i t t o hi soyaka ni tsutome ageru no
with s t i l l q u ie tly  serve out one''s time COMP
ga ta i ka nai kyooshi no mi chi
NOM serious mistake w ithout teacher GEN way
de aru to iu wake de aru.
COP QUOT say case COP
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(Once, at  a certain advanced ordinary school, i t  is said 
tha t  graduating students were instructed along these l ines .  
"Don't become the sor t  of teacher who earns a nickname. 
Rather s t r ive  to become the sor t  of teacher whose absence 
goes unnoticed." For a teacher who earns a nickname, 
whether for being good or bad, will stand out and find i t  
hard to harmonize with his surroundings. However, the 
teacher who blends in to the extent that  his absences go 
unnoticed, whose existence is like a i r ,  is best suited to 
the teaching profession. That is to say, that  to serve out 
one's time quietly ,  with the feeling of soaking in warm 
water is the way of the successful teacher.)
(Nihonjin no Ronri, p. 54)
In th is  example we cannot see any difference from 3.1, so the same 
components are given. The component "I want to say the same thing in a 
d if fe ren t  way" refers  to the fac t  that  the speaker is going to s ta te  
concretely the way of the successful teacher. The component "I want to 
say i t  more brief ly" refers  to the fac t  tha t  the speaker summarizes the 
former concrete explanation about the way of the successful teacher. 
The component "I say i t  because I want to cause you to understand what I 
have said" i s ,  as mentioned before, the i l locutionary purpose of 
YOOSURUNI.
3.3 A Topic Marker YOOSURUNI B.
In th is  s t ruc ture ,  what is to be summarized is presented as the 
topic of the sentence and the summary i t s e l f  comes a f t e r  YOOSURUNI. "A" 
can be e i the r  a single word or a fu l l  clause.
(38) = (34)
nanika o oboeteiku toka gakushuu shite
something ACC remember and so on learn
iku to iu koto wa YOOSURUNI purosesu 
QUOT say COMP TOP process
desu.
COP POL
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(The act of remembering or learning is ,  in short, a 
process.)
(Nihonjin to Kokusaika, p.291)
(39) demokurasii to wa YOOSURUNI senkyoseido
democracy TOP system of e lection
de aru.
COP
(Democracy is ,  in short, a system of e le c t io n .)
(C h i te k i , p. 57)
Although one word -  democracy -  comprises "A", many sentences about 
democracy have preceded th is  sentence. Many kinds of democracy with
d i f fe re n t  names have been referred  to , such as directed democracy, 
s o c ia l is t ic  democracy and peoples republican democracy. Furthermore, 
immediately before th is  example, consideration has been given to the 
question of which countries in the world can be regarded as democratic. 
Thus "A" here refers to several things which have been said before. So 
the component "I want to say i t  more b r ie f ly "  s t i l l  works with th is
example.
Here again the function of YOOSURUNI is to summarize what has been 
said. So, in the fo llow ing , we must consider how th is  "summarizing"
function is d i f fe re n t  from the functions of KEKKYOKU and TSUMARI. Let 
us return to the discussion on the d ifference between TSUMARI and
KEKKYOKU, with reference to the function of "summarizing". In 2 .3 .2 ,  we 
saw that TSUMARI and KEKKYOKU both signal a comment on the f in a l  state  
or outcome. They d i f f e r  however in one important respect. While 
TSUMARI always refers to the cause of o r ig in  of the f in a l  s ta te ,  the 
same is not true of KEKKYOKU, which can signal f i n a l i t y  without overt 
reference to a causative process. Thus the function of "summarizing"
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KEKKYOKU is less marked causative than i t  is for TSUMARI. In th is  
sense, YOOSURUNI is much closer to TSUMARI, as both can have the 
function of "summarizing". What then is the difference between them? 
Let us go back to example (24).
(40) = (24)
karera wa TSUMARI ken-en no naka to iu
they TOP on bad terms with QUOT say
beki ka. 
should SFP
(They can be referred to as 'ken-en no naka' (being on bad 
terms with each o ther) . )
(Morita-2, p. 306)
If  we replace TSUMARI with YOOSURUNI as in example (41), the difference 
becomes c learer .
(41) karera wa YOOSURUNI ken-en no naka to iu beki ka.
The s i tuat ion  in which (41) could be used might be as follows: Some
people are discussing how bad a certain  couple's rela t ionship i s .  After 
various de ta i l s  and evidence of the s ta te  of the i r  relationship have 
been raised, example (41) with YOOSURUNI could be uttered.  Example (40) 
with TSUMARI could also be used in th is  s i tua t ion .  However example (41) 
is not appropriate before de ta i l s  of the bad rela t ionship have been 
properly discussed. I t  couldn 't ,  therefore ,  be used s t ra igh t  a f te r  the 
opening comment about the couple's rela t ionship  being shaky.
The difference then is that  TSUMARI summarizes what has been said, 
e i ther  without considering how i t  is related to what is going to be 
said, or by completely skipping the processes operating from cause to 
resu l t .  YOOSURUNI by contrast  summarizes only what has been ex p l ic i t ly
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stated. Thus although (40) is possible in the f i r s t  situation, i t  
implies that there is an omission between the statement which has been 
made immediately before TSUMARI and the statement with TSUMARI.
4. SUNAWACHI
4.0 A General Account
This word appears in the context "A SUNAWACHI B" and i ts  function 
is to relate "B" to "A". According to the position in which this word 
appears in a sentence, i ts  tokens can be divided into the following four 
types. The f i r s t  three types are pointed out in Morita (1980: p. 213).
(42) A SUNAWACHI B
(43) A. SUNAWACHI B.
(44) A. B[ . . .  SUNAWACHI . . .  ].
(45) A Topic marker SUNAWACHI B.
The f i r s t  type is where two things or facts are related within a 
sentence. The second type is where they are related in different 
sentences; in this case, SUNAWACHI appears at the beginning of sentence 
B. In the third type, SUNAWACHI appears after the topic of sentence B. 
As with the other three words we will also examine the structure of 
(45). In the following sub-sections (4.1 - 4.4), we will consider each 
of these types.
Especially for this word, we will also consider the following 
structure, which we will look at in sub-section 4.5.
(46) A conditional, SUNAWACHI B.
4.1 A SUNAWACHI B
This frame could be further divided into the following three 
structures, according to which grammatical units A and B belong.
( i )  Both A and B are words.
( i i )  Either A or B is a word and the other is a phrase.
( i i i )  Both A and B are phrases or clauses.
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However, as these differences can be regarded as a difference of NP 
length, we will consider the s tructure  "A SUNAWACHI B" without 
d i f f e ren t ia t in g  structures ( i)  to ( i i i ) .
Morita (1980: p. 213) explains tha t  th is  word is used for
paraphrasing A with B in cases where A is regarded as d i f f i c u l t  or hard 
to understand. The examples which he gives are examples (47) and (48).
(47) hyaku senchi, SUNAWACHI ichi meetoru.
100 cm 1 m
(100 cm, that  i s ,  lm)
(48) Nippon no shufu SUNAWACHI Tokyo 
Japan GEN capital
(The capital of Japan, that  i s ,  Tokyo.)
(49) koko ga kyuuseishu SUNAWACHI Kirisuto no
here N0M the Saviour Christ GEN
umareta tokoro de aru. 
born place COP
(This is the place where the Savior, Christ,  is born.)
(50) 6 shaku SUNAWACHI 1 meetoru 80 senchi.
Japanese metre cm
foot
(6 shaku, that  i s ,  lm 80 cm)
With these examples, and also with examples (49) and (50), Morita's 
claim seems to be true.  In example (47), "lm" is simpler than "100 cm" 
from a numerical point of view. Also in example (48), "Tokyo" is
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simpler than "Nippon no shufu" as a concept because "Nippon no shufu 
(capital  of Japan)" presupposes the knowledge of which c i ty  is the 
capita l of Japan. With (49), although i t  is d i f f i c u l t  to say which word 
is simpler or easier  to understand, s t i l l  Morita's claim might be 
correct .
Let us look a t  the following examples where the word which comes 
before SUNAWACHI and the words that  follow i t  are reversed.
?(47)' ichi meetoru SUNAWACHI hyaku senchi
(lm, that  i s ,  100 cm)
(48) ' Tokyo SUNAWACHI Nippon no shufu.
(Tokyo, that  i s ,  the capita l of Japan)
(49) ' Kirisuto SUNAWACHI kyuuseishu
(Christ ,  that  i s ,  the Savior)
?(50)1 1 m 80 cm SUNAWACHI 6 shaku.
(1 m 80 cm, that  i s ,  6 shaku)
In examples (48)' and (49 ) ' ,  the word which comes before and a f te r  
SUNAWACHI are interchangeable. However, example (47)' and (50) ' ,  where 
A and B are reversed, seem a b i t  strange. In example (50), "shaku" is 
an old scale uni t for length, and nowadays is less familiar  than the 
metric scale. Thus the conditions which prohibit the r ev e r s ib i l i ty  of A 
and B in examples (47)' and (50)' are d i f feren t .
In (47)' B is numerically more complex than A. In (50) ' ,  B is 
less familiar than A. So Morita's claim seems to be sound. As the word 
which comes a f te r  SUNAWACHI should be one which refers  to the same thing 
though in a simpler way, (47)' and (50)' are unacceptable. However
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example (48) and (49) both show that  the reversed order of A and B is 
acceptable where B is not obviously more complex or less familiar  than 
A. This area of acceptable reversal of A and B obviously detracts 
somewhat from Morita's claim. Moreover, consider the following example.
(51) . . .Karubanshugi kyookai SUNAWACHI Sukottorando
Calvinism church Scotland
kyookai . . .  . . . .Sukottorando kyookai SUNAWACHI
Karuban kyookai . . .  .
(Calvinist church, that  is Scottish church ............... Scottish
church, that  is Calvinist  c h u r c h .......... )
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 167)
These two occurrences of SUNAWACHI are in the same paragraph, which 
consists of three sentences. The f i r s t  occurrence is  in the f i r s t  
sentence and the second one is in the th ird  sentence, thus there is one 
sentence between these two occurrences. The order in the second 
occurrence is the opposite of that  in the f i r s t .  So in th is  case, we 
cannot say that  the speaker regards the phrase following SUNAWACHI as 
easier  to understand than the phrase followed by SUNAWACHI and 
consequently subs ti tu tes  the f i r s t  word, "A", with the second, "B". 
Rather, as the speaker thinks that  only presenting one word, "A", is not 
enough for the addressee, he adds another word, "B", to "A".
Now le t  us look at  the examples with longer NP's. Morita ( ib id . )  
refers to the case where A is a word and B is a long NP, explaining that  
B is an explanation of A. His example is :
(52) korera subete no genshoo SUNAWACHI neppa
these all  GEN phenomenon heat wave
d a i- ich i ,  dai-ni no shoogeki-ha shinkuu
the f i r s t  the second TEN bombard wave vacuous
genshoo ni yoru hakai soshite saigo ni
phenomenon by destruction and in the end
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kuru faiaasutoomu 
come f i r e  storm
(All these phenomena, namely the heat wave, the f i r s t  and 
the second shock waves, the destruction caused by vacuum, 
and f in a l ly  the f i r e  storm___)
In th is  example, the words following SUNAWACHI enumerate the kinds of 
phenomena. The following example is of the same type.
(53) 1603 nen SUNAWACHI Nippon de ieba Tokugawa
year Japan LOC say COND
Ieyasu ga s e i itaishoogun ni natta toshi
NOM a shoogun become PAST year
de arimasu 
COP POL
(1603, that  is the year when Ieyasu Tokugawa became 
' shoogun' in Japan.)
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 164)
In these two examples, the part following SUNAWACHI is more concrete 
than the part before i t ,  and also much more complex since the l a t t e r  
part ,  B, explains the former part ,  A, in d e ta i l .  However th is  is not 
always the case. In the following example, i t  is d i f f i c u l t  to say that  
B is more concrete than A.
(54) soshite seikyooto ga hoojimashita shuukyoo
and Puritan NOM believe POL PAST religion
SUNAWACHI Karubinizumu wa hijooni 
Calvinism TOP
(and the religion in which Puritans believed in, that  i s ,  
Calvinism.. . )
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 165)
In example (54), the explanatory statement comes before SUNAWACHI and a 
concept word "Calvinism" comes a f te r  i t  to summarize the statement.
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Thus again, as in the cases of paraphrasing NP1s (examples (47) to 
(51)), in this case we cannot say that "A" is more difficult  than "B".
Considering the points raised above, I propose the following 
illocutionary structure.
a) I think I should say something more.
b) I assume that I should say i t  in a different way.
c) I say i t  because I want to cause you to be able to think 
about i t  in a different way.
The component "I think that I should say something more" refers to the 
adding of additional information. It does not imply that either "A" or 
"B" is more complex than the other. Thus i t  can reflect that fact that 
we cannot say that "A" is more d iff icult  than "B" nor that "B" explains 
"A". The component "I assume that I should say i t  in a different way" 
indicates that the speaker is rewording what he has just said. The term 
"understand" cannot be used with the component "I say i t  because I want 
to cause you to be able to think about i t  in a different way". In the 
cases of TSUMARI and YOOSURUNI the illocutionary purpose is "I say i t  
because I want to cause you to understand what I want to say". In these 
cases the speaker thinks that what is described in "A" is not enough or 
should be summarized. However, as already indicated, in the case of 
SUNAWACHI the speaker does not have an opinion about which of "A" and 
"B" is more difficult  or complicated. This difference should also be 
reflected in the component of the illocutionary purpose. If 
"understand" is used for this component i t  implies that "A" is more 
difficult  than "B". Thus i t  cannot explain example (52). The speaker 
presents "B", so giving the addressee the chance to consider what the 
speaker has just  said from a different point of view. Therefore, the
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from the cases analysed above.
Let us consider the following examples.
(56) mainichi shito-shito ame ga furu. kore
everyday softly  rain NOM fa l l  this
ga SUNAWACHI tsuyu to iwareru
NOM rainy season QUOT say PASS
otenki da. 
weather COP
(The rain fa l ls  softly  everyday. This is the so-called 
rainy season.)
(Nihongo Kyooiku J iten , p. 361)
(57) yama ni komot-te kenkyuu o suru.
mountain LOC be confined in GER study
sore ga SUNAWACHI watashi no hossuru tokoro da. 
that NOM my want COP
(To re treat to the mountains for study. That is precisely  
the thing I want.)
This usage of SUNAWACHI can be translated into " jus t" , "precisely" or 
other words which emphasize the meaning. Morita's explanation of 
SUNAWACHI is that i ts  function is only to emphasize what follows i t .  I f  
we accept this explanation, we have to propose d iffe re n t semantic 
formulae for SUNAWACHI in this syntactic frame. I f  we compare sentences 
without SUNAWACHI, l ike  ( 5 6 ) ' ,  with (56),  we have to admit that the 
difference between them is just one of emphasis. This difference is 
brought about by the presence of the word SUNAWACHI.
(56)'  mainichi shito-shito ame ga furu. kore ga tsuyu 
to iwareru otenki da.
(The rain fa l l s  softly  everyday. This is the so-called 
rainy season.)
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"accordingly" or "then" rather  than "that  is" or "in other words".
Therefore, for th is  second case, I propose the following 
i l locutionary s t ruc ture ,  which is s l ig h t ly  d if fe ren t  from that  given for 
the structure  "A SUNAWACHI B".
a) I think that  I should say something more.
b) I assume that  I should say i t  in a d if fe ren t  way.
c) I say th is  because of what I have said before th is .
d) I say i t  because I want to cause you to be able to think
about i t  in a d if feren t  way.
The component "I think that  I should say something more" implies that  
the speaker is going to draw something from what he has said. In the 
case of the s tructure  "A SUNAWACHI B", what the speaker does is ju s t  to 
add something to what has been said. Although drawing something extra 
from previous statements is more active than adding something, this  
component is s t i l l  appropriate for both cases. The component "I say
th is  because of what I have said before this"  refers  to the causal 
rela tionship between "A" and "B". That i s ,  "B" is an outcome of "A".
4.3 A. B[...SUNAWACHI...]
As was the case in 4.2, "A" and "B" in th is  frame do not fa l l  
within the same sentence. However, unlike the former case, SUNAWACHI in 
th is  case appears not at the beginning of the sentence but a f te r  the 
subject marked by a nominative marker, "ga". In th is  case, SUNAWACHI 
seems to have the function of emphasizing the speaker's a t t i tude  towards 
the statement or explanation, rather than of simply signall ing that  he 
or she is going to put what has ju s t  been said in d ifferent  words. 
Morita's explanation (1980; p. 213) is along these l ines ,  but I want to 
claim that  the meaning is the same although th is  case looks d ifferent
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from the cases analysed above.
Let us consider the following examples.
(56) mainichi shi to-sh i to  ame ga furu. kore
everyday sof t ly  rain NOM fa l l  th is
ga SUNAWACHI tsuyu to iwareru
NOM rainy season QUOT say PASS
otenki da. 
weather COP
(The rain f a l l s  sof t ly  everyday. This is the so-called 
rainy season.)
(Nihongo Kyooiku J i t en ,  p. 361)
(57) yama ni komot-te kenkyuu o suru.
mountain LOC be confined in 6ER study
sore ga SUNAWACHI watashi no hossuru tokoro da. 
tha t  NOM my want COP
(To re t r e a t  to the mountains for study. That is precisely
the thing I want.)
This usage of SUNAWACHI can be transla ted  into " ju s t" ,  "precisely" or 
other words which emphasize the meaning. Morita's explanation of 
SUNAWACHI is tha t  i t s  function is only to emphasize what follows i t .  I f
we accept th is  explanation, we have to propose d i f fe ren t  semantic 
formulae for SUNAWACHI in th is  syntact ic frame. I f  we compare sentences 
without SUNAWACHI, like (56 ) ' ,  with (56), we have to admit that  the 
difference between them is ju s t  one of emphasis. This difference is 
brought about by the presence of the word SUNAWACHI.
(56)' mainichi sh i to-shi to  ame ga furu. kore ga tsuyu 
to iwareru otenki da.
(The rain f a l l s  sof t ly  everyday. This is  the so-called 
rainy season.)
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However, the idea of admitting a d ifferent meaning for this case is not 
ideal from the viewpoints of simplicity and economy of description. And, 
in practice, i t  is not appropriate in language teaching to admit the 
variations of meaning of one word, as i t  makes i t  d i f f i c u l t  for learners 
to capture the meaning and forces them to recall the meaning on each 
occasion that they are presented with the word. Is i t  re a l ly  impossible 
to explain these examples without changing the semantic formulae?
I f  we observe the examples carefu lly , we notice that both examples 
contain the anaphoric words "kore (th is )"  and "sore ( th a t)" .  These 
words are the cohesive elements of the sentences. I f  we keep the 
semantic formulae the same as the ones for a syntactic frame such as "A 
SUNAWACHI B", the word SUNAWACHI can be also regarded as a cohesive 
element in the sentences. This gives the sentences double cohesive 
elements, thus strengthening the t ie  between what has already been said 
and what follows. I t  is not unnatural then to regard the emphasis as 
coming from these double cohesive elements. Therefore, I propose the 
same semantic formulae for this structure as for "A SUNAWACHI B".
a) I think I should say something more.
b) I assume I should say i t  in a d iffe ren t way.
c) I say i t  because I want to cause you to be able to think 
about i t  in a d ifferent way.
4.4 A Topic Marker SUNAWACHI B.
The examples of this structure are as follows.
(58) omae no shusse wa SUNAWACHI watashi no 
your success TOP my
shusse na no da.
COMP COP
(Your success means my success.)
(Kenkyuusha)
(59)
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tsuarizumu to iu no wa SUNAWACHI ryokoo 
tourism QUOT say COMP TOP travel
desu.
COP POL
(Tourism means travel.)
(Chiteki Taioo, p. 166)
In example (58) the speaker demonstrates how "A" and "B" are equal by 
using SUNAWACHI. Likewise in example (59), the speaker emphasizes the 
equation of "tourism" and "travel". The situation where this sentence 
is used is as follows. The speaker is talking about London and 
Edinburgh in the eighteenth century. At the beginning of that century, 
travel in and out of London and Edinburgh had become more active and 
free than before. The speaker says that the effect of "tourism" 
appeared because of that relationship. Then the speaker uses example 
(59) to describe that situation, by stating that, in essence, "tourism" 
equals "travel".
If we compare the examples above with the sentences without 
SUNAWACHI, the meaning "emphasis" again applies to this case as i t  did 
to the case of 4.3. However, this case can also be regarded as another 
case of double specification. "A wa B da" construction has the function 
of equating "A" and "B", and SUNAWACHI has the function of relating "A" 
and "B". Thus the function of relating "A" and "B" is double-specified 
by that syntactic construction and SUNAWACHI. Therefore, the semantic 
formulae for this case are the same as those for the previous case.
4.5 A - Conditional, SUNAWACHI B.
This structure is the same as the one discussed in 4.1 in the 
sense that "A" and "B" are within the same sentence. However "A" takes 
the form of a conditional in this structure and presents a supposition
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as "A". "B" is the result or outcome which comes from "A". Morita
(ibid.) says that this usage of SUNAWACHI expresses a natural 
consequence; i . e . ,  i f  a supposed matter is realized, then i t  leads to 
"B" without exception. In this regard, the meaning is not dissimilar to 
the meaning in structure "A. SUNAWACHI B." Let us look at the 
following examples.
(60) tatakae-ba SUNAWACHI katsu.
fight COND win
(If  we fight, then we will win.
= win every battle.)
(61) jibun ni hamukau aite to mire-ba
self  DAT oppose opponent as judge COND
SUNAWACHI kiru.
cut
(If  he sees someone as an opponent, he cuts him.)
(Morita - 2, p. 213)
In example (60), i f  the action of fighting is taken, then that fact 
i t s e l f  means winning. This relation holds without exception; thus the 
meaning 'every' occurs as seen in the translation. Also in example 
(61), i f  the condition that he judges a person to be his opponent is 
realized, then he takes the action expressed in "B".
We claimed that "A" and "B" are equal in the f i r s t  sub-section 
(4.1). In this case the equality of "A" and "B" is maintained. Thus 
example (60) means that fighting is equal to winning, which can mean 
that whenever we fight, we will win. Therefore, the appearance that 
this structure is quite different from other structures is not due to 
the meaning of SUNAWACHI, but to the other elements of the syntactic 
frame. Here again I propose the same semantic formulae as before.
CONCLUSION
This thesis has attempted to analyze the meaning of four Japanese 
words, KEKKYOKU, TSUMARI, YOOSURUNI and SUNAWACHI, within a framework of 
the illocutionary  components in speech act theory. In Chapter I I ,  we 
saw two systems under which these four words have been classified in 
Japanese grammar. From the discussion in that chapter we concluded that 
such c lass ification  does not help e ither to distinguish the four words 
from each other or to predict differences in the ways they may be used.
This exercise in the semantic analysis of the four words arises 
from my concern about some theorists' view that the category 'adverbs' 
is a trash box containing various kinds of words which seem to belong to 
several d iffe ren t categories. Compared to the study of other 
grammatical categories, the study of adverbs in Japanese is in its  
infancy. As seen in Chapter I I ,  some of the four words dealt with in 
this thesis are sometimes considered to be conjunctions and sometimes 
adverbs. However, debates about which categories the four words belong 
to are irre levant to the semantic analysis carried out in this thesis, 
which aims to describe the words' meanings with a bundle of components 
of illocutionary force.
In the f in a l chapter, I produced a semantic analysis of the four 
words. My aim in that chapter was to capture what is invariant behind 
individual cases of each word. Although there are two uses in three of 
the four words, KEKKYOKU, TSUMARI and SUNAWACHI, the two uses of each 
word are closely related as described in the components. By quoting the 
components again here, the relations between the four words can be 
described in the following table.
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The letters in the left hand column correspond to the following 
components:
A. One can do different things.
B. After doing these different things one thing happens.
C. I think this is important.
D. I assume that one could say different things about it.
E. I would want to say one thing.
F. I think that after I have said that one doesn't have to say 
anything else about it.
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G. I think what I have said may not be enough.
H. I think what I have said may be d i f f i c u l t  to understand.
I. I want to say i t  in a d ifferent  way.
J. I want to say the same thing in a d ifferent  way.
K. I say i t  because I want you to understand what I say.
L. I want to say i t  more brief ly .
M. I think I should say something more.
N. I say th is  because of what I have said before th is .
O. I assume I should say i t  in a d ifferent  way.
P. I say i t  because I want to cause you to be able to think about i t
in a d i f fe ren t  way.
The table  is simply to help one see which components are common to more 
than one word and which are not. The components cannot have meaning 
unless they are read as a bundle.
This study, though confined to four words, is of course also 
pert inent to the study of other words which are sometimes c la ss i f ied  as 
belonging to one grammatical category and sometimes to another. I f  the 
kind of analysis carried out here were applied to other Japanese words 
of th is  kind i t  would, I believe, be very useful in improving the 
teaching of such words to Japanese language learners.
From the point of view of language teaching i t  is not important 
how one c la s s i f i e s  words or expressions. I t  j[s important that  one can 
s ta te  th e i r  meanings to ta l ly  precisely and in t e l l i g ib ly ,  in a way that  
may be regis tered on a guide to correct use of the words or expressions 
in the language being taught. For purposes of comparison one must also 
be able to comment ex p l ic i t ly  on the value of statements about meaning. 
This thesis  has been oriented to achieving those goals and is one step 
towards c lar ify ing the ambiguity and confusion surrounding the four 
words that  have been analysed in i t .
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